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Abstract
This paper describes how to define and work with differential equations in the abstract
setting of tangent categories. The key notion is that of a curve object which is, for differential
geometry, the structural analogue of a natural number object. A curve object is a preinitial
object for dynamical systems; dynamical systems may, in turn, be viewed as determining systems
of differential equations. The unique map from the curve object to a dynamical system is
a solution of the system, and a dynamical system is said to be complete when for all initial
conditions there is a solution. A subtle issue concerns the question of when a dynamical system
is complete, and the paper provides abstract conditions for this.
This abstract formulation also allows new perspectives on topics such as commutative vector
fields and flows. In addition, the stronger notion of a differential curve object, which is the
centrepiece of the last section of the paper, has exponential maps and forms a differential
exponential rig. This rig then, somewhat surprisingly, has an action on every differential object
and bundle in the setting. In this manner, in a very strong sense, such a curve object plays the
role of the real numbers in standard differential geometry.
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1 Introduction
The ability to solve ordinary differential equations plays an important role in many aspects of
differential geometry: for example, in finding geodesics or parallel transport of a connection. Thus,
in the setting of tangent categories - which aim to be an axiomatic categorical setting for differential
geometry - it is important to be able to describe differential equations and their solutions. While
many ideas from differential geometry have been generalized to tangent categories (for example,
vector bundles [6], connections [5], and differential forms [8]), one cannot solve ordinary differential
equations or turn vector fields into flows in an arbitrary tangent category. However, it is possible
to characterize the structure which enables such solutions, and this is the purpose of the paper.
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The central idea is that of a curve object: an object which allows unique solutions of ordinary
differential equations. A curve object is analogous to a natural numbers object, both in form
and philosophy. Its definition (Definition 4.1) resembles that of a (parametrized) natural numbers
object, and possesses a similarly powerful universal property which leads to a rich theory. Just
as a natural number object acquires a commutative monoid structure, so too does a curve object
(Theorem 4.19). However, there is a key difference between curve objects and natural numbers
objects: while natural number objects are initial, so that every system has a unique solution, curve
objects are only preinitial, so that solutions are unique but need not exist. When some special
systems (e.g. linear systems) do have solutions, this leads to far-reaching consequences.
When a tangent category has a curve object, one can show that many standard results from
differential geometry hold. There is a bijection between complete vector fields and flows (Theorem
4.24). There is a correspondence between commuting vector fields and commuting flows (Theorem
4.33). The sum of commuting complete vector fields is complete (Proposition 4.37). Higher-order
differential equations can be reduced to first-order ones (Corollary 3.14). One can define geodesics
(Section 3.5) and parallel transport (Remark 5.4) for connections. Finally, and most significantly
(see more below) when the curve object is a differential curve object for which linear systems exist,
exponential functions exist (Definition 5.10) and can be used to define bilinear actions of the curve
object on any differential bundle in the tangent category.
In addition to being able to prove basic results, the expression of these ideas in the abstract
setting of a tangent category with a curve object also leads to new perspectives. An example of this
is the relationship between commuting vector fields and commuting flows. It is a standard result in
differential geometry that the flows of two vector fields commute (ie., can be applied independently
of order) if and only if the Lie bracket of the vector fields is 0. Our proof of this result in the setting
of tangent categories is very different from the standard proofs. Rather than a calculational proof,
we provide a structural proof. In particular, we show that a pair of commuting vector fields is a
vector field in the tangent category of vector fields; similarly, a pair of commuting flows is a flow
in the tangent category of flows. As a result, the correspondence between commuting vector fields
and commuting flows follows almost immediately: see Section 4.5.
The results above can be obtained from very few assumptions. However, it is natural to assume
that the curve object is a differential object and that every linear system should have a solution;
these assumptions lead to further surprising structure. In a tangent category, there is no assumption
of any basic “real line” object. In particular, the analog of vector fields (differential objects)
and vector bundles (differential bundles) assume no action of any sort of real number object.
Nevertheless, we show that if the tangent category has a differential curve object C (see Definition
5.14) and solves linear systems, then C acquires the structure of a differential exponential rig
(Definition 5.24) and every differential object and differential bundle acquires the structure of a
C-module. Furthermore, linearity becomes equivalent to preserving C-module structure.
To give the definition of a curve object, it is helpful to first develop a number of preliminary
ideas. Thus, the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we first focus on vector fields and
dynamical systems in a tangent category. These ideas can be defined for any tangent category, and
already lead to some interesting perspectives (for example, as mentioned above, that a vector field
in the tangent category of vector fields is a pair of commuting vector fields: Proposition 2.18). In
Section 3, we define what it means to give a solution to a dynamical system, and develop some
initial results regarding such solutions. In Section 4, we define the notion of a curve object and
prove many of the key results mentioned above. In Section 5, we investigate the consequences
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of combining differential and curve object structure in the presence of linear completeness. In
particular, we establish that a differential curve object is a differential exponential rig which has a
bilinear action on every differential object and differential bundle in the tangent category.
2 Vector fields and dynamical systems
2.1 Preliminaries on tangent categories
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic theory of tangent categories as presented in [3].
As in that paper, we write composition in diagrammatic order, so that f , followed by g, is written
as fg. In this section, we add a few ideas to the basic theory of tangent categories that will be
relevant for this paper, and make some comments about notation. First, recall the following:
Definition 2.1 A Cartesian tangent category is a tangent category with all finite products
(including a terminal object 1) and such that T preserves finite products.
We write π0, π1 for the projections out a product, 〈f, g〉 for the induced unique map into a
product, and for f : A //A′, g : B //B′, f × g for the pairing 〈π0f, π1g〉 : A×A
′ //B ×B′.
A Cartesian category X allows one to build the simple fibration X[X] over it (eg., see [10, pg.
40]). If X has tangent structure, this fibration is also a tangent fibration, with each of its fibres
(“morphisms in context”) also having tangent structure. This structure will be helpful later when
we consider “dynamical systems in context” (see section 2.5).
Definition 2.2 If X is a Cartesian category, then the simple fibration over X is a category
with:
• Objects: pairs (X,Γ) where X,Γ are objects of X (X is the object in the fibre while Γ is the
context);
• Maps: (h, f) : (X,Γ) // (X ′,Γ′) where h : X × Γ //X ′ and f : Γ // Γ′;
• Composition: (h, f)(k, g) := (〈h, π1f〉k, fg) and identities: 1(X,Γ) := (π0, 1Γ) : (X,Γ) //(X,Γ).
Proposition 2.3 For any Cartesian tangent category X its simple fibration X[X] is a tangent
fibration (in the sense of [6, Definition 5.2]) so that each fibre is a tangent category, the substitution
functors preserve the tangent structure, and the total category is a tangent category.
Proof: This is a straightfoward exercise, with T (X,Γ) := (TX, TΓ) and T (h, f) = (Th, Tf)
(where we identify T (X)× T (Γ) with T (X × Γ)). ✷
Remark 2.4 For any fixed object (“context”) Γ, one then gets a tangent category X[Γ] (as in [6,
Theorem 5.3]), consisting of:
• Objects: as in X;
• Maps: h : X // Y in X[Γ] is a map h : X × Γ // Y in X;
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• Composition: for h : X // Y , k : Y // Z in X[Γ], hk : X // Z is the composite
X × Γ
〈h,π1〉
// Y × Γ
k // Z.
• Tangent functor: on objects, apply T ; given a map h : X //Y in X[Γ], T (h) is the composite
TX × Γ
1×0
// T (X × Γ)
T (h)
// TY
(where (1× 0) : T (X)× Γ // T (V × Γ) is the “strength” of the tangent functor).
• Natural transformations: each without reference to context; for example, the projection is
TM × Γ
π0 // TM
pM //M.
At several places in this paper, we will make use of the “bracket” operation {} described in
[3, Lemma 2.12.i] which exists in any tangent category. This is an operation which takes a map
f : V // T 2M such that fT (p) = fpp0, and produces a map {f} : V // TM . The properties
of the bracket operation can be found in [3, Lemma 2.14]. Here we add one more basic property
which was not proved there.
Lemma 2.5 For an object M in a tangent category, {0TM} = pM0M .
Proof: Suppressing subscripts, we need to show that p0 satisfies the same universal property as
{0}; that is, we need to show that 〈p0ℓ, 0p0〉T (+) = 0. Indeed, using naturality of 0,
〈p0ℓ, 0p0〉T (+) = 〈p00, 0〉T (+) = 〈p0, 1〉 + 0 = 0,
as required. ✷
We will occasionally be working with differential bundles (q : A //M,λ, σ, ζ), as first defined
in [6]. For such bundles, the map µ : A2 // TA is of fundamental importance, and will play a
key role in defining exponential functions for these bundles. However, in this paper, we will use a
slightly different convention for µ than in the papers [6, 5]. There, the map µ was defined as the
composite
A2
〈π0λ,π10〉=(λ×0)
// T (A2)
T (σ)
// TA.
In this paper, however, we will switch the roles of the λ and the 0 terms; that is, in this paper, we
will define µ as the composite
A2
〈π00,π1λ〉=(0×λ)
// T (A2)
T (σ)
// TA.
Thus, in local co-ordinates in smooth manifolds, if (x, v1, v2) is an element of A2 (with x the point
and vi the vectors), then µ has the effect
(x, v1, v2) 7→ (x, v1, 0, v2).
This is more consistent with standard differential geometry terminology than the original definition.
For the most part, this change is relatively minor; the only real effect is to change the roles of the
two projections out of A2 for results relating to µ. For example, [6, Lemma 2.9] showed that
µp = π1; with this change, the result is now µp = π0 instead.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we work in a given tangent category X.
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2.2 Vector fields and their morphisms
A central object of study in this paper is the notion of a vector field.
Definition 2.6 A vector field on an object M consists of a map V :M //TM which is a section
of pM :M // TM ; that is, V pM = 1M .
Example 2.7 (i) If A is a differential object (so that there is a map pˆ : TA // A so that
(TA, pA, pˆ) is a product diagram; see [3, Definition 3.1]) then a vector field V on A is equiv-
alent to simply giving a map Vˆ := V pˆ : A // A, since the first component of the map
V : A // TA ∼= A×A must be the identity.
(ii) In a representable tangent category a vector field can be transposed into an action:
M
V // T (M) =MD
D ×M
V˜
//M
thus in this case we may view a vector field as an infinitesimal state transition.
There is an obvious notion of a morphism of vector fields.
Definition 2.8 If V1 is a vector field on M1 and V2 a vector field on M2, then a vector field
morphism from (M1, V1) to (M2, V2) consists of a map f : M1 // M2 so that the following
diagram commutes:
M2 TM2
V2
//
M1
f

TM1
V1 //
T (f)

In differential geometry, in such a situation one says that V1 and V2 are “f -related” (for example,
see [15, pg. 87]). An important property of such maps is how they interact with the Lie bracket
(for this result in standard differential geometry, see [15, Prop. 4.16]):
Proposition 2.9 Suppose X has negatives, V1 and V2 are vector fields on M , and W1 and W2
are vector fields on M ′. Then if f is a vector field morphism from (M,V1) to (M
′,W1) and from
(M,V2) to (M
′,W2), then f is also a vector field morphism from (M, [V1, V2]) to (M
′, [W1,W2]).
Proof: We want to show that the following diagram commutes:
M ′ TM ′
[W1,W2]
//
M
f

TM
[V1, V2]
//
T (f)

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Indeed, consider
[V1, V2]T (f)
= {V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c}T (f)
= {V1T (V2)T
2(f)− V2T (V1)cT
2(f)} (by [3, Lemma 2.14.vii])
= {V1T (V2T (f))− V2T (V1)T
2(f)c} (using naturality of c)
= {V1T (fW2)− V2T (V1T (f))c} (since f : (M,V2) // (M
′,W2))
= {V1T (f)T (W2)− V2T (fW1)c} (since f : (M,V1) // (M
′,W1))
= {fW1T (W2)− V2T (f)T (W1)c} (since f : (M,V1) // (M
′,W1))
= {fW1T (W2)− fW2T (W1)c} (since f : (M,V2) // (M
′,W2))
= f{W1T (W2)−W2T (W1)c} (by [3, Lemma 2.14.i])
= f [W1,W2]
as required. ✷
Vector fields and their morphisms clearly form a category. However, even better, they also form
a tangent category.
Proposition 2.10 Given a tangent category X:
(i) There is a tangent category, VF(X), whose objects are pairs (M,V ), with V a vector field on
M , whose morphisms are vector field morphisms, whose tangent functor T¯ is
T¯ (M,V ) := (TM,T (V )c), T¯ (f) := T (f),
and whose structural transformations are as in X.
(ii) If U : VF(X) // X is the forgetful functor, then U is a tangent functor.
(iii) If X is a Cartesian tangent category, then VF(X) is also, with terminal object (1, 0) and
pointwise product
(M1, V1)× (M2, V2) := (M1 ×M2, V1 × V2).
Proof: The majority of the proof is left to the reader, as one can almost entirely follow the proof
of a similar result (about tangent categories of connections) in [2]: see 5.1 and 5.11–5.16 in that
paper. The idea is to first prove that VF(X) is part of a 2-functor from the 2-category tan of
tangent categories to the 2-category of categories; as the structural functors and transformations of
a tangent category live in tan this immediately gives that VF(X) has all the structural components of
a tangent category. The remaining question is then about the required limits in this category. Here
we do one part of the proof of this result: the creation of “tangent” limits by the forgetful functor
from VF(X) to X. That is, suppose that D : J // VF(X) is a functor, and π = {πj : L //DJ}j∈J
is a cone on D. Suppose that U sends π to a limit cone for UD that is preserved by T k for each
k ∈ N. Then we claim that π is a limit cone for D.
Write Dj = (UDj , Vj) and L = (UL, VL). Let {zj : (Z, V ) //Dj}j∈J be a cone on D. Hence
{zj : Z // UDj}j∈J is a cone on UD, and so by assumption induces a morphism z : Z // UL in
X. We need this to be a vector field morphism. For each j ∈ J we can calculate
V T (z)T (πj) = V T (zπj) = V T (zj) = zjVj = ZπjVj = zVLT (πj)
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since each zj and πj is a vector field morphism. Hence by the universal property of the limit cone
T (π), V T (z) = zVL and so z is indeed a vector field morphism. This proves the claim. The rest of
the proof follows as in 5.11–5.16 in [2]. ✷
2.3 Commuting vector fields
It is important to be able to determine when a pair of vector fields “commute”: when they do,
their associated flows can be applied independently of order. Here, we begin with a definition of
commutation which works in any tangent category, before showing its equivalence to the standard
definition in smooth manifolds (the Lie bracket of the vector fields being 0). We shall also give
a new alternative characterization of this definition, by considering vector fields in the tangent
category of vector fields (Proposition 2.18).
Definition 2.11 If V1 and V2 are vector fields on an object M , then we say that V1 and V2 com-
mute if V1T (V2)c = V2T (V1).
Example 2.12 For any vector field V on M , 0M commutes with V , as
V T (0M )c = V T (0M ) = 0MV
by coherence of c and naturality of 0.
For smooth manifolds, the standard definition of vector fields commuting asks that their bracket
be 0, ie., [V1, V2] = 0. In tangent categories, however, the Lie bracket only exists if the tangent
category has negatives. In this case, however, the two definitions agree (and so, in particular, the
definitions agree in smooth manifolds):
Lemma 2.13 Suppose X has negatives, and V1 and V2 are vector fields on an object M . Then
V1T (V2)c = V2T (V1) if and only if [V1, V2] = 0.
Proof: Recall (see [3, Section 3.4] and [4]) that in a tangent category with negatives,
[V1, V2] := {V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c}.
First, suppose that V1T (V2)c = V2T (V1). Since c
2 = 1, this implies V1T (V2) = V2T (V1)c. Then
using Lemma 2.5,
[V1, V2] = {V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c} = {V1T (V2)p0} = {V20} = V2{0} = V2p0 = 0.
Now suppose that [V1, V2] = 0; that is, {V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c} = 0. Thus, by universality of the
bracket operation,
〈0ℓ, (V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c)p0〉T (+) = V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c
But we have
〈0ℓ, (V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c)p0〉T (+)
= 〈0T (0), V20〉T (+)
= 0V2
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Thus V1T (V2)− V2T (V1)c = 0V2; adding V2T (V1)c to both sides gives V1T (V2) = V2T (V1)c. Since
c2 = 1, this implies V1T (V2)c = V2T (V1), as required. ✷
The commutation relation is symmetric:
Lemma 2.14 For vector fields V1, V2 on M , V1 commutes with V2 if and only if V2 commutes with
V1.
Proof: Since c2 = 1, V1T (V2)c = V2T (V1) is equivalent to V2T (V1) = V1T (V2)c. ✷
There is no reason why this relation should be reflexive in an arbitrary tangent category. How-
ever, there are many particular circumstances under which vector fields do commute with them-
selves, as the following results show.
Lemma 2.15 Suppose that M is an object whose tangent bundle can be equipped with a torsion-free
effective vertical connection ([17, Definition 6.6]). Then for any vector field V on M , V commutes
with itself.
Proof: Since K is an effective vertical connection, by definition, T 2M is a pullback of three copies
of TM , with projections K, T (p), and p. Thus, since V T (V )c and V T (V ) are two maps with
codomain T 2M , it suffices to check that the two maps are equal when post-composed by K, T (p),
and p. Since K is torsion-free, cK = K, and so V T (V )cK = V T (V )K. The other two equalities
are true of any vector field:
V T (V )cp = V T (V )T (p) = V T (V p) = V = V pV = V T (V )p
and
V T (V )cT (p) = V T (V )p = V pV = V = V T (V p) = V T (V )T (p).
✷
In the category of smooth manifolds, every object can be equipped with a torsion-free effective
connection, and so the above result applies to every object in the tangent category of smooth
manifolds. We also have the following:
Corollary 2.16 If M is an object which can be equipped with differential structure, then for any
vector field V on M , V commutes with itself.
Proof: By example 3.25 in [5], a differential object has a torsion-free vertical connection on its
tangent bundle; it is easy to check that this connection is effective. Thus, by the previous result,
for any vector field V on M , V T (V )c = V T (V ). ✷
Another assumption which makes self-commutation automatic is a global assumption on the
tangent category itself:
Lemma 2.17 Suppose X is a tangent category with negatives in which for any x : M // TM ,
〈x, x〉+ = 0 implies x = 0. Then for any vector field V on M , V commutes with itself.
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Proof: By Theorem 3.17 in [3], [V, V ] = [V, V ]−; hence 〈[V, V ], [V, V ]〉+ = 0 and so by the
assumption [V, V ] = 0. By Lemma 2.13, this implies that V T (V )c = V T (V ). ✷
There is a completely different way to view commuting vector fields, using the tangent category
VF(X):
Proposition 2.18 A pair of commuting vector fields is equivalent to a vector field in the tangent
category VF(X).
Proof: A vector field in VF(X) consists of an object (M,V ) in VF(X), together with a map
Y : (M,V ) // T¯ (M,V ) in VF(X) such that Y p = 1M . Thus in particular Y is a vector field on M
in V . However, the fact that Y is a vector field morphism from (M,V ) to T¯ (M,V ) = (TM,T (V )c)
means that the following diagram must also commute:
TM T 2M
T (V )c
//
M
Y

TM
V //
T (Y )

in other words, the vector fields V and Y commute. Conversely, given a pair of commuting vector
fields V and Y , the above also shows that Y is a vector field on (M,V ) in VF(X). ✷
There is also a characterization in terms of a single map from M to its second-order tangent
bundle T 2M :
Proposition 2.19 The following are equivalent:
(i) a vector field V1 : (M,V2) // T¯ (M,V2) in VF(X);
(ii) a pair of commuting vector fields V1, V2;
(iii) a map z :M // T 2M such that zpp = 1 and zT (p)T (z)T (p) = zpT (z)T 2(p)c.
Proof: The equivalence of (i) and (ii) was established in the previous result. To prove (ii) implies
(iii), define z := V1T (V2). Then
zT (p)T (z)T (p) = V1T (V2)T (p)T (V1T (V2))T (p) = V1T (V1T (V2)p) = V1T (V1pV2) = V1T (V2)
while
zpT (z)T 2(p)c = V1T (V2)pT (V1T (V2))T
2(p)c = V1pV2T (V1T (v2)T (p))c = V2T (V1)c
so the two are equal since V1 and V2 commute.
Finally, we will prove (iii) implies (ii): given such a z, define V1 := zT (p) and V2 := zp. Then
V1T (V2) = zT (p)T (zp) = zT (p)T (z)T (p) = zpT (z)T
2(p)c = V2T (V1)c
so that V1 and V2 commute. ✷
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2.4 Linear vector fields
Linear vector fields will play a key role in later sections of this paper. Here, we first define them in
generality (on differential bundles), then specify to differential objects:
Definition 2.20 Suppose that q : A //M is a differential bundle (with lift map λ : A // TA). A
linear vector field on q : A //M consists of a pair of vector fields V A : A //TA, VM :M //TM
so that q is a vector field morphism between them (that is, the following diagram commutes):
M TM
VM
//
A
q

TA
V A //
T (q)

and so that (V A, V M ) is a linear map (see [6, Definition 2.3]) from q : A // TA to T (q) :
TA // T 2(A), so that the following diagram commutes:
TA T 2A
T (V A)
//
A
λ

TA
V A //
T (λ)c

In this situation, we say that V A is over V M .
A linear vector field can also be viewed as a vector field in the tangent category of differential
bundles and linear morphisms between them.
Linear vector fields on differential objects have a simpler form:
Example 2.21 If A is a differential object, then in particular it is a differential bundle over 1.
A vector field on 1 is simply the identity, so a linear vector field on A consists of just a linear
vector field V : A // TA; as in Example 2.7(ii), this is equivalent to simply giving a linear map
Vˆ := V pˆ : A //A.
Every linear vector field in X gives rise to a differential bundle in VF(X):
Proposition 2.22 If q : A //M is a differential bundle (with lift map λ : A //TA) and (V A, V M )
is a linear vector field on it, then (q : (A,V A) // (M,V M ), λ) is a differential bundle in VF(X).
Proof: By definition, q is a vector field morphism from V A to VM . We also need to show that λ
is a vector field morphism from (A,V A) to T¯ (A,V A). However, the diagram for λ to be a vector
field morphism asks that
TA T 2A
T (V E)
//
A
λ

TA
V A //
T (λ)c

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commutes, which is the same as asking that V A be linear. The universality of λ in VF(X) then
follows since the forgetful functor to X creates tangent limits (see the proof of Proposition 2.10).
✷
We shall see later (Proposition 5.44) that by restricting attention to “endemic” differential bundles,
the above essentially characterizes differential bundles in VF(X).
For linear vector fields on differential objects, the commutation condition can be simplified:
Proposition 2.23 Suppose that A is a differential object (with associated projection pˆ : TA //A)
and V1, V2 : A // TA are linear vector fields on it, with corresponding linear endomorphisms
Vˆ1 := V1pˆ, Vˆ2 := V2pˆ (see Example 2.21). Then V1 and V2 commute if and only if Vˆ1Vˆ2 = Vˆ2Vˆ1.
Proof: First, note that for any vector fields V1 and V2, V1T (V2)c and V2T (V1)c are equal when
post-composed by T (p) and p:
V1T (V2)cT (p) = V1T (V2)p = V1pV2 = V2 while V2T (V1)T (p) = V2T (V1p) = V2,
and
V1T (V2)cp = V1T (V2)T (p) = V1T (V2p) = V1 while V2T (V1)p = V2pV1 = V1.
Now, the maps V1T (V2)c and V2T (V1) are maps to T
2A. Since TA is a product with projections
(p, pˆ), and T preserves this product, T 2A is also a product, with projections T (p) and T (pˆ). The
above shows that V1T (V2) and V2T (V1)c are equal when post-composed by T (p), so they are equal
if and only if they are equal when post-composed by T (pˆ). Now V1T (V2)cT (pˆ) and V2T (V1)pˆ are
maps into TA, so they are equal if and only if they are equal when post-composed by p and pˆ.
However, by naturality of p, T (pˆ)p = ppˆ, and by above, V1T (V2)c and V2T (V1) are equal when
post-composed by p. Thus V1T (V2)c = V2T (V1) if and only if
V1T (V2)cT (pˆ)pˆ = V2T (V1)T (pˆ)pˆ.
However, we can simplify both sides of this equation further. Indeed,
V1T (V2)cT (pˆ)pˆ
= V1T (V2)T (pˆ)pˆ (by [6, Proposition 3.6])
= V1T (Vˆ2)pˆ (by definition of Vˆ2)
= V1pˆVˆ2 (by linearity of Vˆ2)
= Vˆ1Vˆ2 (by definition of Vˆ1)
while a similar calculation shows that V2T (V1)T (pˆ)pˆ = Vˆ2Vˆ1. Thus V1 and V2 commute if and only
if Vˆ1Vˆ2 = Vˆ2Vˆ1. ✷
This is a generalization of the result in differential geometry that linear vector fields commute if
and only if their associated matrices commute.
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2.5 The tangent category of dynamical systems
To guarantee unique solutions to vector fields, we need initial conditions. The combination of an
“initial condition” (global element of the object) and a vector field we call a dynamical system.
Definition 2.24 In a Cartesian tangent category X:
(i) A dynamical system is a triple (M,V, g), where M is an object, V is a vector field on M ,
and g is a global element of M :
1
g
//M
V // T (M)
The element g is the initial state of the dynamical system and V is the differential tran-
sition.
(ii) A morphism of dynamical systems f : (M,V, g) // (M ′, V ′, g′) is a map f : M // M ′
which is a morphism of vector fields from (M,V ) to (M ′, V ′), and sends g to g′. That is, the
following diagram commutes:
1
g
//
g′ ❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃ M
f

V // T (M)
T (f)

M ′
V ′
// T (M ′)
Proposition 2.25 For any tangent category X, its category of dynamical systems, DynX, is also
a tangent category, with tangent functor
T¯ (M,F, g) := (TM,T (F )c, T (g)).
Proof: Follows as in Proposition 2.10. ✷
We may now ask what a vector field and a dynamical system looks like in context Γ (Remark
2.4): a vector field becomes a vector field in context; that is, a map V :M × Γ // T (M) such that
V p = π0. Then a dynamical system in context becomes an element in context (i.e. effectively a
map from Γ) and a vector field in context:
Γ
g
//M M × Γ
V // T (M)
A morphism of dynamical systems h : (M,V, g) //(M ′, V ′, g′) is now given by a map h : M×Γ //M ′
such that the following diagrams commute:
Γ
〈g,1〉
//
g′ ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
M × Γ
h

M ′
M × Γ
〈h,π1〉

V×0
// T (M × Γ)
T (h)

M ′ × Γ
V ′
// T (M ′)
Such dynamical systems will be useful in the next section.
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3 Solutions to dynamical systems
3.1 Parameterized dynamical systems and their solutions
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will fix a Cartesian tangent category X, and a particular
dynamical system on C ∈ X:
1
c0 // C
c1 // T (C)
which we call a curve object: it will have various special properties which we shall develop below.
The key example to keep in mind in smooth manifolds is C = R, c0 the point 0, and c1 the vector
field which assigns the multiplicative unit 1 to each point in R.
Principal amongst the special properties we shall assume of (C, c1, c0) (which is true of the above
example) is that it should be a preinitial dynamical system in all contexts: this means explicitly
that for any dynamical system (F, g) in context Γ there is at most one map s such that
Γ
〈!c0,1〉
//
k ""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
C × Γ
s

M
C × Γ
〈s,π1〉

c1×0// T (C × Γ)
T (s)

M × Γ
H
// T (M)
Below we shall show how we can view the dynamical system as determining a differential equation
and the map s as being a solution to this dynamical system. Because of this perspective we shall
sometimes refer to the requirement that the triangle commutes as the initial condition and the
requirement that the square commutes as the differential condition.
However, to facilitate developing the properties of curve objects, it is useful to express its
preinitial property in a slightly different form, by defining and speaking of “parameterized dynamical
systems”.
Definition 3.1 A parameterized dynamical system is a triple (M,V, g), consisting of an object
M , a vector field V : M //TM , and a “initial state” g : X //M . A solution to a parameterized
dynamical system (M,V, g) consists of a map γ : C × X // M making the following diagram
commute:
M TM
V
//
C ×X
γ

T (C ×X)
c1×0 //
T (γ)

X
〈!c0,1〉
//
g
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
We shall often simply refer to parameterized dynamical systems as simply systems.
The following result relates solutions of parameterized dynamical systems to maps from (C, c0, c1)
in context.
Lemma 3.2 In a Cartesian tangent category X:
(i) Let (M,V, g : X //M) be a parameterized dynamical system. Then γ : C × X //M is a
solution of (M,V, g) if and only if γ is a morphism in context X from (C, c1, c0) to (M,π0V, g).
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(ii) Let
X
g
//M,M ×X
V // TM
be a dynamical system in context X. Then a map α : C × X //M is a morphism from
(C, c1, c0) to (M,g, V ) in context X if and only if 〈α, π1〉 : C ×X //M ×X is a solution to
the parameterized dynamical system
X
〈g,1〉
//M ×X
〈V,π10〉
// T (M ×X).
Proof:
(i) By definition, such a map γ is a solution if and only if 〈!c0, 1〉γ = g and (c1 × 0)T (γ) = γV .
It is a morphism from (C, c1, c0) to (M,π0V, g) in context X if and only if 〈!c0, 1〉γ = g and
〈γ, π1〉π0V = (c1 × 0)T (γ). However, since 〈γ, π1〉π0V = γV , these two formulations are
equivalent.
(ii) By definition, such a map α is a morphism in context X if and only if 〈!c0, 1〉α = g and
(c1 × 0)T (α) = 〈α, π1〉V . On the other hand, 〈α, π1〉 is a solution to (M ×X, 〈V, π10〉, 〈g, 1〉)
if and only if the following diagram commutes:
M ×X T (M ×X)
〈V,π10〉
//
C ×X
〈α,π1〉

T (C ×X)
c1×0 //
T (〈α,π1〉)

X
〈!c0,1〉
//
〈g,1〉
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
However, note that post-composing the triangle by π1 and the rectangle by T (π1), both equa-
tions are automatically satisfied; thus the above diagram commutes if and only the triangle
and rectangle commute when post-composed by π0 and T (π0). However, post-composing the
triangle by π0 gives the equation 〈!c0, 1〉α = g, and post-composing the square by T (π0) gives
(c1 × 0)T (α) = 〈α, π1〉V ; these are exactly the equations asking that α be a morphism in
context X.
✷
Corollary 3.3 The system (C, c0, c1) has the property that it is preinitial in all contexts X if and
only if any solution to a parameterized dynamical system is unique.
3.2 Relationship to differential equations
To understand how a solution of a dynamical system is related to solving differential equations,
we consider some basic examples in the category of smooth manifolds. As above, the canonical
curve object is C = R with c0 = 0 and c1 = 〈1R, 1〉 (where 1 is the multiplicative unit in R). For
simplicity let us also consider a dynamical system onM = R with initial state x0 : 1 //R. A vector
field on R is a map V : R // T (R) ∼= R×R; since it is a vector field, this is entirely determined by
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its second (vector) component, and V is thus determined by a smooth map Vˆ : R //R. A solution
to this dynamical system is a map s : R // R such that the following diagram commutes:
R TR
V
//
R
s

TR
c1 //
T (s)

1
c0 //
x0
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
To make the triangle commute simply means that s(0) = x0. For the square to commute, since
the codomain is R ∼= R × R, it suffices to check the commutativity into each component. The
commutativity of the first component is automatic for any s since
c1T (s)p = c1ps = s = sV p
(since c1 and V are vector fields). The commutativity of the second component is then telling us
something about the derivative of s, namely that for any x ∈ R,
D(s)(x) · 1 = sVˆ
that is, s′(x) = Vˆ (s(x)). This precisely says that s solves a first-order ordinary differential equation
Vˆ with initial condition s(0) = x0.
For example, if one takes the “Euler vector field” V (x) = 〈x, x〉 (so that Vˆ (x) = x) with initial
condition 1, then the above equation asks that s′(x) = s(x) and s(0) = 1, which has the (unique)
solution s(x) = ex.
A time-dependent vector field on a manifold M (for example, see [15, pg. 451] is precisely a
vector field in context R, as by definition a time-dependent vector field V on a manifold M is a
map
M × R
V // TM
so that V p = π0.
3.3 Basic results on solutions
For the rest of this section, we will prove some basic results about solutions to parameterized
dynamical systems which we will often refer to as just systems.
Lemma 3.4 For any map g : X //M , the (parameterized dynamical) system (M, 0M , g) is solved
by
C ×X
π1 //X
g
//M.
Proof: The initial condition equation follows since
〈!c0, 1〉π1g = g
while the differential condition follows since
(c1 × 0)T (π1g) = (c1 × 0)T (π1)T (g) = π10T (g) = π1g0
by naturality of 0. ✷
That is, the solution is “for any time, stay in the same spot”.
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Lemma 3.5 If (M1, V1, g1) and (M2, V2, g2) are systems with respective solutions γ1, γ2, then the
the system (M1 ×M2, V1 × V2, g1 × g2) has solution
C ×M1 ×M2
〈〈π0,π1〉γ1,〈π0,π2〉γ2〉
//M1 ×M2.
Proof: This is a straightforward exercise using the fact that T preserves products. ✷
Given a solution to a system, pre-composing by a new initial condition, i.e. changing context,
still has a solution:
Lemma 3.6 Suppose (M,V, g : X //M) has a solution γ : C×M //M . Then for any h : Y //X,
the system (M,V, hg) is solved by
C × Y
(1×h)
// C ×X
γ
//M.
Proof: We have the following diagram:
X C ×X
〈!c0,1〉
//
Y
h

C × Y
〈!c0,1〉
//
1×h

T (C ×X)
c1×0
//

T (C × Y )
c1×0 //
T (1×h)

M TM
V
//
γ

//
T (γ)

g
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
The top left square commutes by definition of pairing, the top right by naturality of 0, and the
bottom two diagrams commute by definition. Thus (1× h)γ solves (M,V, hg). ✷
Next, recall that if V : M // T (M) is a vector field, then
T (M)
T (V )
// T 2(M)
c // T 2(M)
is a vector field on T (M), since T (V )cp = T (V )T (p) = T (V p) = T (1) = 1 (this was also implicitly
proven in Proposition 2.10). The next result shows that solutions of systems with vector field V
give solutions of systems with vector field T (V )c. This is known in some parts of the literature as
the “equation of variation for the flow” (for example, see [1, Section 1.4]), since the result says that
T (V )c is solved by the partial derivative of the solution with respect to M .
An abstract way to express this result is to use the tangent functor on the category of dynamical
systems:
Lemma 3.7 (Equation of variation) If γ : C×M //M is a solution to the system (M,V, g), then
C × TX
0×1
// T (C ×X)
T (γ)
// TM
is a solution to the tangent system T¯ (M,V, g) = (TM,T (V )c, T (g)).
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Proof: Consider the following diagram:
TM T 2M
T (V )
//
T (C ×X)
T (γ)

T 2(C ×X)
T (c1×0)
//
T 2(γ)

T 2M
c
//

T 2(C ×X)
c //
T 2(γ)

C × TX
0×1

T (C × TX)
c1×0 //
T (0×1)

TX
〈!c0,1〉
//
T (g)
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
The triangle and bottom left square commute as they are T applied to the solution diagram for γ.
The bottom right square commutes by naturality of c. For the top rectangle, we have the following
calculation:
(0× 1)T (c1 × 0)c
= (c1 × 1)(0 × T (0))c (by naturality of 0)
= (c1 × 1)(0c × T (0)c) (by naturality of c)
= (c1 × 1)(T (0) × 0) (by coherence of c)
= (c1 × 0)T (0 × 1)
Thus the diagram commutes, and so (0× 1)T (γ) is indeed a solution of (TM,T (V )c, T (g)). ✷
A further important property of a curve object is that the vector field c1 should commute with
itself, that is c1T (c1) = c1T (c1)c (see Definition 2.11). In this case we have:
Lemma 3.8 If c1 commutes with itself and γ : C ×M //M solves the system (M,V, g), then
γV : C ×M // TM solves the system (TM,T (V )c, gV ).
Proof: The initial condition is straightforward. For the differential condition, we need to show
that
γV T (V )c = (c1 × 0)T (γ)T (V ).
Consider
γV T (V )c
= (c1 × 0)T (γ)T (V )c
= (c1 × 0)T (γV )c
= (c1 × 0)T ((c1 × 0)T (γ))c
= (c1 × 0)(T (c1)× T0)T
2(γ)c
= (c1T (c1)c× 0T (0)c)T
2(γ) (naturality of c)
= (c1T (c1)× 00)T
2(γ) (c1 commutes with itself and coherence of c )
= (c1T (c1)× 0T (0))T
2(γ) (naturality of 0)
= (c1 × 0)T ((c1 × 0)T (γ))
= (c1 × 0)T (γ)T (V )
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as required. ✷
For differential objects, solutions of systems can be formulated in a way that makes their
“differential equation” nature more readily apparent.
Proposition 3.9 Suppose that A is a differential object (with map pˆ : TA // A) and has a dy-
namical system (A,V, g) on it. Then γ : C × A // A solves (A,V, g) if and only if the following
diagram commutes:
A A
Vˆ
//
C ×X
γ

T (C ×X)
c1×0 //
D(γ)

X
〈!c0,1〉
//
g
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
(where D(γ) := T (γ)pˆ and Vˆ := V pˆ).
Proof: Since A is a differential object, TA is a product with projections pˆ and p. Thus, the
derivative condition holds if and only if it holds when post-composed by pˆ and p. However, for any
γ we have
(c1 × 0)T (γ)p = (c1 × 0)pγ = γ = γV p
since V is a vector field; that is, the derivative equation holds automatically when post-composed
by p. Moreover, when post-composed by pˆ, the derivative condition is precisely the rectangle in
the diagram above. ✷
3.4 Higher-order systems and solutions
In this section, we briefly describe how to define and work with higher-order dynamical systems.
Definition 3.10 An nth order dynamical system on M consists of a map g : X // T n−1M
(the initial condition) and an nth order vector field, that is, a map V : T n−1M // T nM such
that V p = V T (p) = . . . = V T n−1(p) = 1.
For example, in R the 2nd order differential equation γ′′ + γ′ + γ = 0, γ(0) = 0, γ′(0) = 1
corresponds to the the 2nd order dynamical system V (〈v, x〉) = 〈v, x,−v,−x〉, g = 〈0, 1〉.
Note that a first-order dynamical system is just a dynamical system. Moreover, note that if
(M,V, g) is an nth order dynamical system, then (TM,V, g) is an n− 1st order dynamical system,
(T 2M,V, g) is an n− 2nd order dynamical system, etc.
Definition 3.11 For any map γ : C×X //M , inductively define γ(n) (the nth time derivative
of γ) by
γ(0) := γ and for each n ≥ 1, γ(n) := (c1 × 0)T (γ
(n−1)) : C ×X // T nM.
Note that γ(1) is simply (c1 × 0)T (γ), which is the expression appearing in the definition of a
solution to a first-order dynamical system. We can thus make the following generalization of the
notion of solution to nth order systems:
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Definition 3.12 A solution to an nth order dynamical system (M,V, g) consists of a map γ :
C ×X //M such that
C ×XX
T n−1M T nM
〈!c0,1〉
//
g
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
γ(n−1)

γ(n)
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
V
//
As is standard in differential geometry, we can reduce nth order systems to lower-order ones:
Proposition 3.13 Suppose that (M,V, g) is an nth order dynamical system. If γ′ is a solution to
the (n−1)st order dynamical system (TM,V, g), then γ := γ′p is a solution to the nth order system
(M,V, g).
Proof: By definition of γ′, the following diagrams commute:
C ×XX
T n−2M T n−1M
〈!c0,1〉
//
g
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
γ′(n−2)

γ′(n−1)
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
V
//
We want to show that γ = γ′p satisfies the diagrams in Definition 3.12. First, note that
γ(1) = (c1 × 0)T (γ
′p) = (c1 × 0)T (γ
′)T (p) = γ′(1)T (p)
so that more generally for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
γ(i) = γ′(i)T i(p).
Then for the left triangle in Definition 3.12, consider
〈!c0, 1〉γ
(n−1)
= 〈!c0, 1〉γ
′(n−1)T n−1(p)
= 〈!c0, 1〉γ
′(n−2)V T n−1(p) (definition of γ′)
= 〈!c0, 1〉γ
′(n−2) (by definition of V )
= g (definition of γ′)
as required.
For the right triangle in Definition 3.12, first consider
γ(n−1)V
= γ′(n−1)T n−1(p)V
= γ′(n−2)V T n−1(p)V (definition of γ′)
= γ′(n−2)V (by definition of V )
= γ′(n−1) (definition of γ′)
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On the other hand
γ(n)
= γ′(n)T n(p)
= (c1 × 0)T (γ
′(n−1))T n(p) (definition of the time derivative)
= (c1 × 0)T (γ
′(n−2)V )T n(p) (definition of γ′)
= (c1 × 0)T (γ
′(n−2)V T n−1(p))
= (c1 × 0)T (γ
′(n−2)) (definition of V )
= γ′(n−1) (definition of the time derivative)
as required.
✷
Thus we can always reduce the problem of solving nth order dynamical systems to solving first
order ones:
Corollary 3.14 For any n ≥ 2, if (M,V, g) is an nth order dynamical system and γ′ is a solution
to the first order dynamical system (T n−1, V, g), then γ′pp . . . p (n−1 applications of p) is a solution
to the nth order system (M,V, g).
Proof: Simply apply the previous result n− 1 times. ✷
3.5 Geodesics for affine connections
One of the most important properties of an affine connection (that is, a connection on the tangent
bundle of a smooth manifold M) is that it generates geodesics: lines with zero acceleration (relative
to the connection). This involves solving a second-order system. Here we briefly describe how to
do this in a tangent category.
Suppose that (K,H) is a connection on the tangent bundle of M (see [5, Definition 5.2]). Then
we have a map
TM
S:=〈1,1〉H
// T 2M
which is a second-order vector field since
〈1, 1〉HT (p) = 〈1, 1〉π0 = 1 = 〈1, 1〉π1 = 〈1, 1〉Hp.
If γ : C ×M //M is a solution to the second order dynamical system (M,H, 1TM ), then we
call γ the geodesic flow associated to the connection. By definition, this map has the property
that
C ×M
TM T 2M
γ′

γ′′
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
〈1,1〉H
//
commutes. In particular, the second derivative of g with respect to the connection, i.e.,
g′′K : C ×M // TM
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has the property that it is constantly zero, since
g′′K = g′〈1, 1〉HK = g′〈1, 1〉π1p0 = g
′p0 = g0.
That is, the geodesic flow has zero acceleration relative to the connection, which is the defining
property of geodesics (for example, see [19, pg. 246]).
4 Curve objects and flows
4.1 Curve objects
We are now ready to define the central notion of this paper: a curve object.
Definition 4.1 In a Cartesian tangent category X a curve object is a dynamical system (C, c1, c0)
so that:
• (Preinitial) It is a preinitial dynamical system in all contexts; as in Corollary 3.3, this is
equivalent to asking that any solution γ to a parameterized dynamical system (M,V, g) be
unique:
M TM
V
//
C ×X
γ

T (C ×X)
c1×0 //
T (γ)

X
〈!c0,1〉
//
g
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
• (Commutativity of c1) c1T (c1)c = c1T (c1).
• (Completeness of c1) The system (C, c1, 1C) has a (unique) solution, which we write as
σ : C × C // C, thus we have the following commutative diagram:
C TC
c1
//
C × C
σ

T (C × C)
c1×0 //
T (σ)

C
〈!c0,1〉
//
1C
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
Example 4.2 In the tangent category of smooth manifolds (sman) R is a curve object, with struc-
ture described as in the previous section: c0 is the point 0, while c1 is the vector field whose vector
value is constantly the multiplicative unit in R. (This vector field is sometimes written as ∂
∂x
). The
initial condition is the standard uniqueness of solutions result for ODEs: for example, see Theorem
17.9 in [15]. The solution of (C, c1, 1c) is (t, x) 7→ t+x. It is easy to directly check that c1 satisfies
c1T (c1)c = c1T (c1), but it also follows from Corollary 2.16. It is also well-known that this curve
object does not have solutions for all dynamical systems: for example, the vector field x 7→ (x, x2)
on R has no solution that exists for all time.
Example 4.3 If smooth is the full subcategory of sman consisting of just the finite powers of R,
and poly is the subcategory of smooth consisting of just the polynomial functions between finite
powers of R, then R, with structure as in the previous example, is also a curve object in these
tangent categories (note that the solution to (C, c1, 1C) is polynomial).
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Example 4.4 More generally, R is a curve object in the tangent category of smooth manifolds
modelled on Banach spaces (see [14, Section IV.1]).
Remark 4.5 In the tangent category of convenient vector spaces (or, more generally, manifolds
modelled on convenient vector spaces), R is not a curve object. Quoting [13, pg. 329], “...the
classical results on existence and uniqueness of solutions of equations like the inverse function
theorem, the implicit function theorem, and the Picard-Lindelof theorem on ordinary differential
equations can be deduced essentially from one another, and all depend on Banach’s fixed point
theorem. Beyond Banach spaces these proofs do not work anymore...”. In particular, [13, Example
2, pg. 330], gives an example of non-uniqueness of solutions to a dynamical system.
Example 4.6 C is a curve object in the tangent category of analytic maps between Cn’s: see [9,
Theorem 2.5.1] for uniqueness.
Example 4.7 If E is a model of SDG, then the object D∞ is a total curve object - in the sense
that it has solutions for all dynamical systems - for the tangent category of microlinear objects in
E: see [11, Theorem 2.4].
Example 4.8 We shall see later (Proposition 4.34) that if (C, c1, c0) is a curve object in X, then
((C, 0C ), c1, c0) is a curve object in VF(X). Related to this, we shall also see that a category of flows
in X has a curve object: see Corollary 4.35.
For much of the rest of this paper, we fix a curve object (C, c1, c0) in a Cartesian tangent cate-
gory X; when we speak of solutions of a dynamical system, we mean in reference to this fixed curve
object.
Note that we are not assuming that the curve object has solutions for all dynamical systems: as
noted above, there are vector fields even on R which do not have solutions for all time. Following
standard differential geometry terminology, those vector fields which do have solutions for all time
we call complete.
Definition 4.9 A vector field, V : M // TM , is said to be complete in case every parameter-
ized dynamical system of the form (M,V, g) has a solution. We shall write CVF(X) for the full
subcategory of VF(X) consisting of the complete vector fields.
Corollary 4.10 A vector field V : M // T (M) is complete if and only if the parameterized dy-
namical system (M,V, 1M ) has a (unique) solution γ:
M TM
V
//
C ×M
γ

T (C ×M)
c1×0 //
T (γ)

M
〈!c0,1〉
//
1M
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
Proof: A complete vector field necessarily has a solution for (M,V, 1M ) so the only difficulty is
to prove the converse. Suppose, therefore, that γ is a solution to (M,V, 1M ), and that g : X //M .
Then, by Lemma 3.6, (M,V, g) is solved by (1× g)γ, so that V is complete. ✷
For this reason, when we speak of a solution to a vector field V :M //TM , we mean a solution
to the system (M,V, 1M ).
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Example 4.11 By Lemma 3.4, for any object M , the vector field 0M : M // TM is complete,
with solution π1 : C ×M //M .
Example 4.12 By Lemma 3.7, if V :M // TM is complete with solution γ : C ×M //M , then
its tangent vector field, T (V )c : TM // T 2M is also complete, with solution
C × TM
0×1
// T (C ×M)
T (γ)
// TM.
Proposition 4.13 The category CVF(X) is a Cartesian tangent category, with tangent structure
as in VF(X).
Proof: By definition, CVF(X) is a full subcategory of VF(X), so it suffices to show that the
tangent and product structure on VF(X) restricts to the complete vector fields. However, the
previous example shows if a vector is complete then so its associated tangent vector field, and
Lemma 3.5 shows that if V1 and V2 are complete vector fields then so is their product. ✷
The following result says that relative to a curve object, “every (smooth) vector field is invariant
under its own [solution]” ([15], pg. 442). It is our first use of the preinitial assumption for a curve
object.
Proposition 4.14 In a tangent category X with curve object C, if V is a vector field on M and γ
is a solution of V , then the following diagram commutes:
M TM
V
//
C ×M
γ

T (C ×M)
0×V
//
T (γ)

Proof: Since c1 commutes with itself, by Lemma 3.8 (with g = 1M ), γV is a solution to the
system (TM,T (V )c, V ). But by Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.6, (0 × V )Tγ is also a solution to
(TM,T (V )c, V ). Thus, by uniqueness of solutions, (0× V )T (γ) = γV , as required. ✷
4.2 Additive structure of a curve object
We have not assumed any additive structure on the curve object C. However, being able to
“add values of time” is frequently used in statements about solutions of differential equations.
In particular, it is a standard result that if γ is a solution of a vector field, then γ(t1, γ(t2, x)) =
γ(t1+t2, x). In this section, we will show that the curve object assumptions are enough to guarantee
the existence of additive structure on C, and equations like the above one hold. In almost all of the
following proofs, the uniqueness of solutions assumption for a curve object will play a prominent
role.
By the axioms for a curve object, we have a (unique) solution σ : C × C // C to the vector
field c1. By definition, then, the following diagram commutes:
C TC
c1
//
C × C
σ

T (C × C)
c1×0 //
T (σ)

C
〈!c0,1〉
//
1C
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
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Our goal in this section is to show that (C, σ, c0) is a commutative monoid.
Lemma 4.15 With σ defined as above, we have
(i) 〈!c0, 1C〉σ = 1C ;
(ii) σc1 = (c1 × 0)T (σ);
(iii) σc1 = (0× c1)T (σ).
Proof: The first two equations are exactly the diagrams above, while the third equation is by
Proposition 4.14. ✷
Note that (i) only tells us that c0 is a left unit for σ. We next prove that it is a right unit.
Lemma 4.16 c0 is a right unit for σ; that is 〈1, !c0〉σ = 1.
Proof: We will show that 〈1, !c0〉σ is a solution to the system (C, c1, c0). Consider the following
diagram:
C × C T (C ×C)
c1×0
//
C
〈1,!c0〉

TC
c1 //
T (〈1,!c0〉)

C TCc1
//
σ

//
T (σ)

1
c0 //
c0
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
The triangle commutes by using Lemma 4.15(i), the bottom square by Lemma 4.15(ii), and the
top square since naturality of 0 gives T (!c0) =!c00.
Thus 〈1, !c0〉σ is a solution to (c1, c0). But 1c is also a solution to this system, and so by
uniqueness of solutions, 〈1, !c0〉σ = 1. ✷
The next result shows that σ is commutative; it makes use of the right unit result.
Lemma 4.17 σ is a commutative operation; that is 〈π1, π0〉σ = σ.
Proof: Consider the following diagram:
C × C T (C × C)
0×c1
//
C × C
〈π1,π0〉

T (C × C)
c1×0 //
T (〈π1,π0〉)

C TC
c1
//
σ

//
T (σ)

C
〈!c0,1〉
//
1C
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
✿
The triangle commutes by Lemma 4.16, the top square since T preserves products, and the bottom
square by Lemma 4.15(iii) (which uses Lemma 4.14).
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Thus 〈π1, π0〉σ solves the same system as σ. Thus by uniqueness of solutions, 〈π1, π0〉σ = σ.
✷
We now turn to the associativity of σ, first proving the analog of the equation mentioned earlier
(for a solution γ, γ(t1, γ(t2, x)) = γ(t1 + t2, x)).
Proposition 4.18
(i) If γ is a solution of a vector field V on M , then (σ × 1)γ = (1× γ)γ.
(ii) σ is associative; that is (σ × 1)σ = (1× σ)σ.
Proof:
(i) Consider the diagram
C ×M T (C ×M)
c1×0
//
C × C ×M
σ×1

T (C × C ×M)
c1×0 //
T (σ×1)

M TM
V
//
γ

//
T (γ)

C ×M
〈!c0,1〉
//
γ
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
The triangles commutes by Lemma 4.15(i), the top square by Lemma 4.15(ii), and the bottom
square by definition of γ. Thus (σ × 1)γ solves the system (M,V, γ). However, by Lemma
3.6, (1× γ)γ also solves (M,V, γ). Thus, by uniqueness of solutions, (σ × 1)γ = (1× γ)γ, as
required.
(ii) Apply (i) to the vector field c1 and the solution σ.
✷
Theorem 4.19 (C, σ, c0) is a commutative monoid.
Proof: This follows from Lemma 4.15, Lemma 4.16, Lemma 4.17, and Proposition 4.18(ii). ✷
4.3 Flows and complete vector fields
With additive structure on C, we can define a flow on an object M .
Definition 4.20 Let M be an object. Say that a map γ : C ×M //M is a flow on M if γ is an
action of (C, σ, c0) on M ; that is, if the following unit and associativity diagrams commute:
M C ×M
〈!c0,1〉
//
M
1M
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
γ

C ×M M
γ
//
C ×C ×M
σ×1

C ×M
1×γ
//
γ

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In this section, we establish that flows on M are in bijective correspondence with complete
vector fields.
Proposition 4.21 If F is a complete vector field on M , its (unique) solution, which we write as
γ(F ) : C ×M //M , is a flow on M .
Proof: By definition γ(F ) satisfies the unit condition, and by Proposition 4.18(i), γ(F ) satisfies
the associativity condition. ✷
To go from flows to complete vector fields, we “differentiate the flow at time 0”:
Definition 4.22 Given a flow γ : C×M //M , define ι(γ) to be the derivative of the flow at time
0; that is:
M
ι(γ)
// TM := M
〈!c0,1〉
// C ×M
(c1×0)
// T (C ×M)
T (γ)
// TM.
This vector field is also known as the infinitesimal generator of the flow (see [15, pg. 439]).
Proposition 4.23 For any flow γ : C ×M //M , ι(γ) is a complete vector field with solution γ.
Proof: That ι(γ) is a vector field is straightforward using naturality of p and the unit condition
for a flow:
〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ)p = 〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)pγ = 〈!c0, 1〉γ = 1M .
To show that γ is a solution to ι(γ), we need to show that γι(γ) = (c1×0)T (γ) (the initial condition
is automatic). For this, first note that by by applying T to the associativity requirement of a flow,
we get
(1× T (γ))T (γ) = (T (σ)× 1)T (γ) (⋆).
Now consider
γι(γ) = γ〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ)
= 〈!c0c1, γ0〉T (γ)
= 〈!c0c1, (0× 0)T (γ)〉T (γ) (naturality of 0)
= 〈!c0c1, (0× 0)〉(1 × T (γ))T (γ)
= 〈!c0c1, (0× 0)〉(T (σ) × 1)T (γ) (by ⋆)
= (〈!c0c1, 0〉T (σ) × 0)T (γ)
= (〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (σ)× 0)T (γ)
= (〈!c0, 1〉σc1 × 0)T (γ) (since σ is a solution of c1)
= (c1 × 0)T (γ) (since σ is a solution of c1)
Thus γ is indeed a solution of ι(γ). ✷
Theorem 4.24 For any object M , the functions γ (4.21) and ι (4.22) establish a bijection between
the set of complete vector fields on M and the set of flows on M .
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Proof: The previous proposition established not only that ι was well-defined, but also that γ is
itself a solution to ι(γ), so that by uniqueness of solutions, γ(ι(γ)) = γ. For the other direction,
consider
ι(γ(F ))
= 〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ(F ))
= 〈!c0, 1〉γ(F )F (since γ(F ) is a solution of F )
= F (since γ(F ) is a solution of F )
Thus ι(γ(F )) = F , and so γ and ι are inverses. ✷
4.4 The tangent category of flows
In this section, we describe how flows form a tangent category. As we shall see, just as vector fields
in the tangent category of vector fields were interesting (Proposition 2.18) so too are vector fields
in the tangent category of flows.
Definition 4.25 If γ1 is a flow on M1 and γ2 is a flow on M2, then a flow morphism from
(M1, γ1) to (M2, γ2) is an action-preserving map; that is, a map f :M1 //M2 so that the following
diagram commutes:
C ×M2 M2γ2
//
C ×M1
1×f

M1
γ1 //
f

Let FLOW(X) denote the category whose objects are pairs (M,γ) and whose arrows are flow mor-
phisms.
Just as flows correspond to complete vector fields, so too do maps between them.
Proposition 4.26 Suppose that M1 and M2 are objects with complete vector fields V1, V2, which
have corresponding flows γ1, γ2. Then f is a map from (M1, V1) to (M2, V2) in CVF(X) if and only
if f is a map from (M1, γ1) to (M2, γ2) in FLOW(X). That is,
M2 TM2
V2
//
M1
f

TM1
V1 //
T (f)

= ⇔
C ×M2 M2γ2
//
C ×M1
1×f

M1
γ1 //
f

=
Proof: First, suppose that f preserves the vector fields. By Lemma 3.6, (1 × f)γ2 solves the
system (V2, f). Thus, it suffices to show that γ1f also solves this system. By definition of γ1,
〈!c0, 1〉γ1f = 1M1f = f , so the initial condition is satisfied. For the derivative condition, consider
(c1 × 0)T (γ1f) = (c1 × 0)T (γ1)T (f) = γ1V1T (f) = γ1fV2
since f is a vector field morphism. Thus (1× f)γ2 = γ1f , so f is a flow morphism.
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Conversely, suppose that f is a flow morphism, so (1× f)γ2 = γ1f . Taking the time derivative
at 0 of both sides of this equation gives
〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (1 × f)T (γ2) = 〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ1)T (f).
However, using naturality of 0, the left side of this equation is equal to f〈!c0, 1〉(c1×0)T (γ2), which
equals fV2 by definition of γ2. Moreover, by definition of γ1, the right side immediately equals
V1T (f). Thus fV2 = V1T (f), so that f is a flow morphism, as required. ✷
Combining Theorem 4.24 and Proposition 4.26, we get:
Corollary 4.27 (i) The categories CVF(X) and FLOW(X) are isomorphic via the functors
(M,V ) 7→ (M,γ(V )), f 7→ f,
and
(M,γ) 7→ (M, ι(γ)), f 7→ f.
(ii) FLOW(X) is a Cartesian tangent category, with tangent functor
T¯ (M,γ) = (TM, (0× 1)T (γ))
and product
(M1, γ1)× (M2, γ2) = (M1 ×M2, 〈〈π0, π1〉γ1, 〈π0, π2〉γ2〉).
(iii) FLOW(X) and VF(X) are isomorphic as Cartesian tangent categories.
Proof: (i) follows by the results above. For (ii), by Proposition 4.13, complete vector fields form
a tangent category, with tangent functor T¯ (M,V ) = (TM,T (V )c). Moreover, by the “equation of
variation” (Lemma 3.7) if γ is the solution to V , then (0× 1)T (γ) is the solution to T (V )c, giving
the tangent structure on FLOW(X). The product structure follows by Lemma 3.5. (iii) then follows
by definition. ✷
The following is a standard definition in differential geometry (eg., see [15, pg. 442]):
Definition 4.28 Suppose that (M,V ) is a vector field and (M,γ) a flow. Say that V is invariant
under γ if the following diagram commutes:
M TM
V
//
C ×M
γ

T (C ×M)
0×V
//
T (γ)

However, this definition naturally arises by considering vector fields in the tangent category
FLOW(X):
Proposition 4.29 A vector field ((M,γ), V ) in the tangent category FLOW(X) is precisely a vector
field (M,V ) in X which is invariant under (M,γ).
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Proof: Suppose we are given a vector field V : (M,γ) // T¯ (M,γ) = (TM, (0 × 1)T (γ)) in
FLOW(X). Then V is a vector field in X, but also, since it is a map in FLOW(X), it must make the
following diagram commute:
C × TM TM
(0×1)T (γ)
//
C ×M
1×V

M
γ
//
V

However, (1 × V )(0 × 1)T (γ) = (0 × V )T (γ), so commutativity of this diagram is the same as the
commutativity required for V to be invariant under γ. Thus V is a vector field invariant under γ;
conversely, a vector field which is invariant under γ gives a vector field on (M,γ) in FLOW(X). ✷
This immediately gives us part of the central theorem on commutation of flows:
Corollary 4.30 For complete vector fields (M,V1), (M,V2), the following are equivalent:
(i) V1 and V2 commute;
(ii) V1 is invariant under the flow of V2;
(iii) V2 is invariant under the flow of V1.
Proof: By Proposition 2.18, a pair of commuting complete vector fields (V1, V2) is equivalent to
V2 being a vector field on (M,V1) in CVF(X). However, by Corollary 4.27, CVF(X) is isomorphic as
a tangent category to FLOW(X), so a vector field V2 on (M,V1) is equivalent to V2 being a vector
field on (M,γ(V1)) in FLOW(X). By Proposition 4.29, this is equivalent to V2 being invariant under
the flow of V1. Thus (i) and (iii) are equivalent. Moreover, by Lemma 2.14, commutation of vector
fields is a symmetric relation, and so these are also equivalent to (ii). ✷
Combining this with an earlier result, we can show that commutation of complete vector fields
is reflexive in any tangent category with a curve object:
Corollary 4.31 In a tangent category with a curve object, any complete vector field V : M //TM
commutes with itself.
Proof: By Proposition 4.14, every complete vector field is invariant under its own flow; thus, by
Corollary 4.30, every complete vector field commutes with itself. ✷
4.5 Commuting flows and vector fields
In this section, we explore how to detect when two flows commute in a tangent category.
Definition 4.32 Two flows (M,γ1), (M,γ2) are said to commute if it doesn’t matter in which
order they are applied; that is, if the following diagram commutes:
C ×M M
γ1
//
C × C ×M
1×γ2

C ×M
γ2

C × C ×M
τ×1
// 1×γ1 //
(where τ := 〈π1, π0〉, the “twist” map).
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Our main goal in this section is to prove the following theorem, which is a standard result in
ordinary differential geometry (for example, see [15, Prop. 18.5]):
Theorem 4.33 Suppose that V1 and V2 are vector fields with associated flows γ1, γ2. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) The flows γ1, γ2 commute.
(ii) V1 is invariant under the flow of V2.
(iii) V2 is invariant under the flow of V1.
(iv) V1 and V2 commute (as vector fields).
We have seen that the equivalence of (ii), (iii) and (iv) follows immediately from considering
vector fields in the tangent categories of vector fields and flows (Corollary 4.30). We shall next see
that a pair of commuting flows is equivalent to a flow in the tangent category of flows. However, for
this to even make sense, we first have to see how the tangent category of vector fields (and hence
also of flows) itself has a curve object.
Proposition 4.34 If (C, c1, c0) is a curve object in X, then ((C, 0), c1 , c0) is a curve object in both
VF(X) and CVF(X). Moreover, for a dynamical system ((M,V1)), V2, g) in VF(X)), γ : (C ×M, 0×
V1) // (M,V1) is a solution to ((M,V1)), V2, g) in VF(X) if and only if γ is a solution to (M,V2, g)
in X.
Proof: First, since 0 is a vector field, (C, 0) is an object in VF(X), but it is also an object in
CVF(X) by Lemma 3.4. Also, note that c1 is a map from (C, 0) to T¯ (C, 0) in VF(X) and c0 is a
map from (1, 0) to (C, 0) by naturality of 0 (in both cases).
Next, we will prove the “moreover” statement. The forward direction is immediate, by applying
the forgetful functor U : VF(X) // X to the solution. Conversely, suppose that γ is a solution to
(M,V2, g) in X. We then need γ to be a map from (C ×M, 0× V1) to (M,V1) in VF(X). However,
this asks that the following diagram commute:
T (C ×M) TM
T (γ)
//
C ×M
0×V1

M
γ
//
V1

which is precisely the requirement that V1 be invariant under γ. But this follows since V2 was a
vector field on (M,V1), and hence commutes with V1 (Proposition 2.18) and so, by Corollary 4.30,
V1 is invariant under the solution to V2, that is, V1 is invariant under γ. Thus γ is a map in VF(X),
and the required commuting diagrams to be a solution hold since they hold in X.
We can now show that ((C, 0), c1 , c0) is a curve object:
• Uniqueness of solutions follows since it holds for C in X: by the above, any two solutions to
a system in VF(X) are solutions to a system in X and so must be equal.
• Completeness of c1 holds since c1 has a solution in X, and hence by the above result also has
a solution in VF(X).
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• Commutativity of c1 with itself is immediate since it holds in X.
✷
Corollary 4.35 If (C, c1, c0) is a curve object in X, then ((C, π1), c1, c0) is a curve object in
FLOW(X).
Proof: By Corollary 4.27, FLOW(X) is isomorphic as a tangent category to CVF(X). Therefore,
it follows that ((C, γ(0)), c1 , c0) is a curve object in FLOW(X). But by Lemma 3.4, γ(0) = π1. ✷
As with vector fields in VF(X) and FLOW(X), flows in these tangent categories are also impor-
tant:
Proposition 4.36 A flow ((M,γ1), γ2) in the tangent category FLOW(X) is a pair of commuting
flows γ1, γ2 in X; a flow ((M,V ), γ) in the tangent category CVF(X) is a flow γ in X such that V
is invariant under γ.
Proof: The “moreover” part of Proposition 4.34 tells us that the monoid structure of C in X is
the same as the monoid structure of (C, 0) in VF(X) (and hence also of (C, π1) in FLOW(X)), and
so the required equalities to be a flow are the same in all three tangent categories. The only thing
that is required, then, is to understand what it means for the flows to be maps in FLOW(X) and
VF(X).
For FLOW(X), first note that by the definition of the product structure in FLOW(X) (see
Corollary 4.27)
(C, π1)× (M,γ1) = (C ×M, 〈〈π0, π1〉π1, 〈π0, π2〉γ1〉) = (C ×M, 〈π1, 〈π0, π2〉γ1〉)
Thus, a map γ2 in FLOW(X) from (C, π1)× (M,γ1) to (M,γ1), is a map from C×M //M so that
the following diagram commutes:
C ×M M
γ1
//
C × C ×M
1×γ2

C ×M
〈π1,〈π0,π2〉γ1〉
//
γ2

However, 〈π1, 〈π0, π2〉γ1〉 = (τ × 1)(1 × γ1) (where τ = 〈π1, π0〉) and so the above diagram is the
same as asking that γ1 and γ2 commute.
For the other part, if ((M,V ), γ) is a flow in VF(X), then it must be a map in VF(X) from
(C ×M, 0× V ) to (M,V ), and so must make the following diagram commute:
T (C ×M) TM
T (γ)
//
C ×M
0×V

M
γ
//
V

that is, V must be invariant under γ. ✷
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We can now complete the proof of Theorem 4.33.
Proof: (of Theorem 4.33) By Corollary 4.30, (ii), (iii), and (iv) are equivalent. However, since
FLOW(X) and CVF(X) are isomorphic tangent categories, flows (with respect to their canonical
curve objects) are equivalent, and by 4.36, a flow in FLOW(X) is a pair of commuting flows, while
a flow in CVF(X) is a vector field which is invariant under that flow. Thus, (i) is equivalent to (ii),
and so all statements are equivalent. ✷
To sum up, we have the following table:
in CVF(X) in FLOW(X)
vector field Pair of commuting vector fields Vector field invariant under a flow
flow Vector field invariant under a flow Pair of commuting flows
Items in each row are isomorphic since CVF(X) and FLOW(X) are isomorphic tangent categories.
However, the columns are also isomorphic since in any given tangent category with curve object,
complete vector fields and flows are isomorphic (Theorem 4.24). This gives a different way to prove
Theorem 4.33. This table could also be extended by considering, for example, vector fields in the
tangent category VF(VF(X)) (which would be a set of three vector fields which pairwise commute),
or more generally, a vector field in the tangent category VFn, which would be a set of n+ 1 vector
fields which pairwise commute. We discuss this a bit further in the conclusion (section 6).
We conclude this section with the generalization of another important result on commuting
vector fields.
Proposition 4.37 Suppose that V1, V2 are complete vector fields with associated flows γ1, γ2. If V1
and V2 commute, then their sum 〈V1, V2〉+ is also a complete vector field, with flow
C ×M
∆×1
// C × C ×M
1×γ1 // C ×M
γ2 //M.
(Note that since V1, V2 commute, the above expression is also equal to (∆× 1)(1 × γ2)γ1).
Proof: The initial condition is straightforward; thus, all we need to show is that the following
diagram commutes:
C ×M
∆×1
//
c1×0

C × C ×M
1×γ1 // C ×M
γ2 //M
〈V1,V2〉+

T (C ×M)
T ((∆×1)(1×γ1)γ2)
// TM
To prove this, we will make use of the result that “the derivative is the sum of its partial derivatives”
[3, Proposition 2.10]. Applied to the map f := (1× γ1)γ2, this gives
T ((1× γ1)γ2) = T (f) = 〈(1× p0× p0)T (f), (p0 × 1× p0)T (f), (p0 × p0× 1)T (f)〉+ (⋆).
Thus, the bottom left composite of the diagram is equal to the sum of the three components in ⋆,
each pre-composed with (c1 × 0)T (∆ × 1). Now, we have
(c1 × 0)T (∆ × 1) = 〈π0c1, π0c1, π10〉.
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Pre-composing this with the first component of the sum in ⋆ thus gives
〈π0c1, π0c1, π10〉(1× p0× p0)T (f)
= 〈π0c1, π00, π10〉T (1 × γ1)T (γ2)
= 〈π0c1, 〈π0, π1〉γ10〉T (γ2) (by naturality of 0)
= (∆× 1)(1 × γ1)(c1 × 0)T (γ2)
= (∆× 1)(1 × γ1)γ2V2 (by definition of γ2)
Thus, one component of the bottom-left composite of the original diagram is equal to the second
component of the top-right composite. Pre-composing (c1×0)T (∆×1) with the second component
of the sum in ⋆ gives
〈π0c1, π0c1, π10〉(p0 × 1× p0)T (f)
= 〈π00, π0c1, π10〉T (1× γ1)T (γ2)
= 〈π00, (c1 × 0)T (γ1)〉T (γ2)
= 〈π00, γ1V1〉T (γ2) (by definition of γ1)
= (∆× 1)(1 × γ1)(0× V1)T (γ2)
= (∆× 1)(1 × γ1)γ2V1 (since γ2 is invariant under V1)
Thus the second component of the bottom-left composite of the original diagram is equal to the first
component of the top-right composite. Finally, we need to consider the last term in ⋆, pre-composed
with (c1 × 0)T (∆ × 1):
〈π0c1, π0c1, π10〉(p0 × p0× 1)T (f)
= 〈π00, π00, π10〉T (f)
= (∆ × 1)f0 (by naturality of 0)
Thus, the last component of the bottom-left composite is a 0 term, and so contributes nothing
to the sum. Taken together, the calculations above show that the original diagram commutes, as
required. ✷
4.6 Reversing solutions
As tangent categories do not necessarily have negatives, we have no guarantee that our solutions
can be reversed; that is, that we can “go backwards in time”. However, if our tangent category has
negatives (− : T // T ) and a solution for the system (C, c1−, c0), then we can recover some of the
classical results relating to reversing solutions.
Proposition 4.38 Suppose X has negatives, and that the system (C, c1−, c0) has a solution η :
C // C. Then the commutative monoid (C, σ, c0) is a (Abelian) group with inverse η.
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Proof: Consider the diagram
C TC
0
//
C × C
σ

T (C × C)
c1×c1− //
T (σ)

//
C
〈1,η〉

TC
c1 //
T (〈1,η〉)

1
c0 //
〈c0,c0〉
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
c0
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
All regions of the diagram are straightforward except for the bottom right one. For this, consider
the following calculation:
(c1 × c1−)T (σ)
= (c1 × c1−)〈(1 × p0)T (σ), (p0 × 1)T (σ)〉 + (by [3, Proposition 2.10])
= 〈(c1 × c1 − p0)T (σ), (c1p0× c1−)T (σ)〉+
= 〈(c1 × 0)T (σ), (0 × c1−)T (σ)〉 + (c1 and c1− are vector fields)
= 〈(c1 × 0)T (σ), (0 −×c1−)T (σ)〉+ (0 is the identity for +)
= 〈(c1 × 0)T (σ), (0 × c1)T (σ)−〉 + (naturality of −)
= 〈σc1, σc1−〉+ (Lemma 4.15)
= σc1〈1,−〉 +
= σc1p0
= σ0
Thus we have shown that 〈1, η〉σ solves the system (C, 0, c0). But by Lemma 3.4, this system
is also solved by π1c0 =!c0. Hence by uniqueness, 〈1, η〉σ =!c0, so that η is an inverse for σ. ✷
In this setting, if we have a solution to a system with vector field V , then we can also solve a
system with vector field the negative of V .
Proposition 4.39 Suppose that X has negatives, and that η is a solution to (c1−, c0). If γ is a
solution to (V, g), then (η × 1)γ is a solution to (V−, g).
Proof: For the initial condition, since c0η = c0,
〈!c0, 1〉(η × 1)γ = 〈!c0, 1〉γ = g.
For the derivative condition, consider
M TM
V
//
C ×X
γ

T (C ×X)
c1×0 //
Tγ

TM
−
//

T (C ×X)
−×−
//
Tγ

C ×X
η×1

T (C ×X)
c1×0 //
T (η×1)

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The top region commutes by definition of η, the bottom left by definition of γ, and the bottom
right by naturality of −. ✷
A standard result in differential geometry is that flows give diffeomorphisms at each instant in
time. We can recover this result with the above assumptions:
Proposition 4.40 Suppose that X has negatives, and that η is a solution to (C, c1−, c0). If γ is a
flow on M , then for any point t : 1 // C, the map
M
〈!t,1〉
// C ×M
γ
//M
is an isomorphism, with inverse
M
〈!tη,1〉
// C ×M
γ
//M.
Proof: This is a straightforward calculation which uses the two properties of a flow and the result
that η is an inverse for σ:
〈!t, 1〉γ〈!tη, 1〉γ
= 〈!t, 1〉〈!tη, γ〉γ
= 〈!t, 1〉〈!tη, 1〉(1 × γ)γ
= 〈!t, 1〉〈!tη, 1〉(σ × 1)γ (by property (ii) of a flow)
= 〈!t, !tη, 1〉(σ × 1)γ
= 〈!t〈1, η〉σ, 1〉γ
= 〈!c0, 1〉γ (by Proposition 4.38)
= 1M (by property (i) of a flow)
The other composite is similar. ✷
5 Linear completeness and differential curve objects
As noted earlier, not all vector fields have solutions. However, in most examples, a certain subset
of vector fields are guaranteed solutions: the linear vector fields. In this section, we explore some
of the consequences of assuming that linear systems have solutions. In particular, we shall show
a somewhat surprising result: if the curve object has solutions for all linear systems and is itself
a differential object, then there is a canonical multiplication operation on the curve object, and a
bilinear action of the curve object on any differential bundle.
5.1 Curve objects with solutions for linear systems
Definition 5.1 Say that a curve object (C, c1, c0) satisfies linear completeness
1 if whenever
q : A //M is a differential bundle and (V A, V M ) is a linear vector field on it with VM complete,
then V A is also complete.
1This is a modification of an axiom first given [5, Definition 5.19]; the modification is due to Matthew Burke and
Ben MacAdam.
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In the presence of pullbacks of differential bundles, one can simplify this axiom so that one only
needs to consider linear vector fields (V A, VM ) where VM = c1 × 0: see section 5.5.
Example 5.2 (a) In the tangent categories of smooth Euclidean spaces and smooth manifolds, the
canonical curve object R satisfies linear completeness. A differential bundle is, in particular, a
vector bundle, and the solution to a linear vector field is the matrix exponential (see [15, Prop.
20.3]) in each fibre.
(b) In the tangent category of analytic maps between Cn’s, the curve object C satisfies linear com-
pleteness, with solutions again being matrix exponentials (see [9, pg. 99]).
(c) In a model of SDG, the curve object D∞ satisfies linear completeness, as it has solutions for
all vector fields.
Remark 5.3 In the tangent category of polynomial functions between Euclidean spaces, R does not
satisfy linear completeness, as the linear vector field x 7→ 〈x, x〉 (on R) has no polynomial solution,
as its unique solution is the non-polynomial exponential flow E(t, x) = xet.
Remark 5.4 The linear completeness axiom is a modification of an axiom first given in [5, Def-
inition 5.19], where an initial version of the notion of curve object was first defined. The purpose
of the notion in that paper was to show how a curve object allows one to define parallel transport
for a connection in the setting of a tangent category. The version of the linear completeness axiom
given here also allows one to define parallel transport, as the vector field F defined in the proof of
[5, Theorem 5.20] is a linear vector field over c1 (which is complete by assumption).
Our goal in this section is to explore some consequence of the linear completeness axiom; as such,
throughout the rest of this section, we assume that C is a curve object with linear completeness.
We first begin with some basic results about solutions of linear systems in general before specifying
to some particular systems.
Proposition 5.5 Suppose that q : A //M is a differential bundle (with lift map λ : A // TA),
(V A, VM ) is a linear vector field on it, and γ : C ×A //A is a solution to V A. Then γ is “linear
in A” in the sense that the following diagram commutes:
T (C ×A) TA
T (γ)
//
C ×A
0×λ

A
γ
//
λ

Proof: We claim that both composites solve the system (TA, T (V A)c, λ). By Lemma 3.7, since
γ solves V A, (0× 1)T (γ) solves T (V A)c, so by lemma 3.6, (0× λ)T (γ) solves (TA, T (V A)c, λ).
Now we want to show that γλ solves it as well; that is, we need to show that the following
diagram commutes:
TA T 2A
T (V A)c
//
C ×A
γλ

T (C ×A)
c1×0 //
T (γλ)

A
〈!c0,1〉
//
λ
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
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The unit condition is direct from the definition of γ: 〈!c0, 1〉γλ = 1Aλ = λ. For the derivative
condition, consider
(c1 × 0)T (γ)T (λ)
= γV AT (λ) (by definition of γ)
= γλT (V A)c (since V A is linear)
as required. Thus, since (0× λ)T (γ) and γλ solve the same system, they are equal. ✷
Note that such γ will not, in general, be linear in C (if C is itself a differential object or bundle).
Also note that γ may not be a bundle map; that is, the following diagram may not necessarily
commute:
C ×M M
π1
//
C ×A
1×q

A
γ
//
q

(for example, the linear vector field defined in parallel transport (see [5, Theorem 5.20]) does not
satisfy this commutativity). However, if the vector field is over the 0 vector field, then it is a bundle
map. This is true for any vector field over 0, not just linear vector fields:
Proposition 5.6 Suppose that q : A // M is any map, and V A is a vector field over 0M :
M // TM ; that is the following diagram commutes:
M TM
0M
//
A
q

TA
V A //
T (q)

Then if γ : C×A //A is a solution of V A, then (γ, π1) is a bundle map from (1×q) : C×A //C×M
to q : A //M ; that is, the following diagram commutes:
C ×M Mπ1
//
C ×A
1×q

A
γ
//
q

Proof: We claim both composites solve the system (M, 0M , q). By Lemma 3.4, π1 : C×M //M
solves (M, 0M , 1M ), so by Lemma 3.6, (1× q)π1 solves the system (M, 0M , q).
For the other composite (γq), by definition of γ, 〈!c0, 1〉γq = q, so the initial condition is
satisfied. For the derivative condition,
(c1 × 0)T (γ)T (q)
= γV AT (q) (by definition of γ)
= γq0M (since V
A is over 0M )
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as required. Thus, by uniqueness of solutions, (1× q)π1 = γq.
✷
Combining the two previous results, we have:
Corollary 5.7 If q : A //M is a diffferential bundle, (V A, 0M ) is a linear vector field on it, and
γ : C × A // A is the solution of V A, then the pair (γ, π1) is a linear bundle morphism from the
differential bundle (1× q) : C×A //C×M (with lift 0×λ : C×A //T (C×A)) to the differential
bundle q : A //M .
5.2 Exponential functions
Every differential bundle has a canonical linear vector field associated to it:
Proposition 5.8 If q : A //M is a differential bundle, and we define ∆A as the composite
A
〈1,1〉
// A2
µ
// TA
then (∆A, 0M ) is a linear vector field on q : A //M .
Proof: It is a vector field since µp = π0 (see [6, Lemma 2.9] and the comments at the end of
Section 2.1):
∆Ap = 〈1, 1〉µp = 〈1, 1〉π0 = 1.
It is over 0M since µT (q) = π0q0 ([6, Lemma 2.9, 2.10]):
∆AT (q) = 〈1, 1〉µT (q) = 〈1, 1〉π0q0 = q0.
For linearity, we need to show that ∆AT (λ)c = λT (∆A):
∆AT (λ)c
= 〈1, 1〉(0 × λ)T (σ)T (λ)c
= 〈0, λ〉T ((λ × λ)T (σ))c (additivity of λ)
= 〈0T (λ), λT (λ)〉T 2(σ)c
= 〈λ0c, λℓc〉T 2(σ) (naturality of c) and coherence of λ)
= 〈λT (0), λℓ〉T 2(σ) (coherence of ℓ and c)
= 〈λT (0), λT (λ)〉T 2(σ)
= λT (〈0, λ〉T (σ))
= λT (∆A)
as required. ✷
Following standard terminology, we shall refer to this vector field as the Euler vector field on
q : A //M .
Example 5.9 In local coordinates on a differential bundle in smooth manifolds, ∆TM is the map
(x, v) 7→ (x, v, 0, v).
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Since (∆A, 0M ) is a linear vector field, and 0M always has a solution (Lemma 3.4), the linear
completeness axiom ensures that ∆A is complete.
Definition 5.10 If q : A //M is a differential bundle, let EA denote the (unique) flow of the
Euler vector field ∆A, so that the following diagram commutes:
A TA
∆A
//
C ×A
EA

T (C ×A)
c1×0 //
T (EA)

A
〈!c0,1〉
//
1A
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
We will refer to EA as the exponential function associated to q : A //M .
Example 5.11 If A = Rn (considered as a differential bundle over 1), then ∆A(x) = 〈x, x〉, and
the flow EA : R× Rn // Rn is simply the ordinary exponential flow:
EA(t, x) = et · x.
Corollary 5.12 The pair (EA, π1) is a linear bundle morphism from the product bundle (1 × q) :
C ×A // C ×M to q : A //M .
Proof: This is immediate from Proposition 5.8 and Corollary 5.7. ✷
Linear maps between differential bundles preserve these exponential functions.
Proposition 5.13 Suppose that q : A //M and q′ : A′ //M ′ are differential bundles and (f, g)
is a linear bundle morphism between them. Then f preserves their associated exponential maps;
that is, the following diagram commutes:
C ×B B
EB
//
C ×A
1×f

A
EA //
f

Proof: Since f is linear, by [6, Lemma 2.17], f also preserves the associated µ maps for the
bundles; thus, it also preserves their associated Euler vector fields:
∆AT (f) = 〈1, 1〉µAT (f) = 〈1, 1〉(f × f)µB = f〈1, 1〉µB = f∆B.
Thus, by Proposition 4.26, f preserves their associated flows, ie., their associated exponential maps.
✷
5.3 Differential curve objects
While the results of the previous section are true for any curve object (C, c1, c0) we will see that
we can derive much more if we assume C is also a differential object. Recall [6, Definition 3.1] that
a differential object is a commutative monoid (A, σ, ζ) with a map pˆ : TA // A so that TA is a
product of A with itself (with projections pˆ, pA). A differential object then also has an associated
map λ : A // TA making A a differential bundle over 1 (see [6, Proposition 3.4]).
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Definition 5.14 A differential curve object is a curve object (C, c1, c0) satisfying linear com-
pleteness, which also has the structure of a differential object (pˆ, σ, ζ), such that
(i) c0 = ζ,
(ii) if u is defined to be the point
1
c0 // C
c1 // TC
pˆ
// C
then c1pˆ =!u.
We shall see below (Corollary 5.19) that the definition can be reformulated to remove the curve
object requirements that c1 be self-commutative and complete, as these will follow automatically
from the rest of the structure.
Example 5.15 (a) In the tangent categories of smooth functions between Euclidean spaces and
smooth manifolds, R is a differential curve object (with u the multiplicative unit 1).
(b) In the tangent category of analytic functions between Cn’s, C is a differential curve object
(again, with u = 1).
Remark 5.16 In a model of SDG, D∞ is not a differential curve object, as it is not a differential
object.
Lemma 5.17 If C is a differential curve object then
(i) c1 = 〈1c, !u〉.
(ii) c0c1 = uλ.
Proof: For (i), definition of a differential curve object, c1pˆ =!u, and since c1 is a vector field,
c1p = 1c. Thus the result follows since TC is a product with projections (p, pˆ).
For (ii), since these are both maps into TC, it suffices to check their equality when post-
composed by the projections (pˆ and p). Indeed,
uλpˆ = u = c0c1pˆ
and
c0c1p = c0 = 0 = uλp.
✷
Proposition 5.18 If C is a differential curve object then σ is the flow for c1.
Proof: The initial condition is true since c0 = ζ:
〈!c0, 1C〉σ = 〈ζ, 1C〉σ = 1C .
For the derivative condition, by Proposition 3.9, it suffices to prove that
(c1 × 0)T (σ)pˆ = σc1pˆ.
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By (ii) for a differential curve object,
σc1pˆ = σ!u =!u
while
(c1 × 0)T (σ)pˆ
= (c1 × 0)pˆσ (pˆ is additive)
= (c1pˆ× 0pˆ)σ
= (!u× ζ)σ (pˆ is additive and (ii) for a differential curve object)
= !u
as required. ✷
Corollary 5.19 To define a differential curve object, it suffices to give a differential object (C, pˆ, σ, ζ),
with a point u : 1 //C such that if c0 := ζ : 1 //C and c1 := 〈1C , !u〉 : C // TC, then the system
(C, c1, c0) satisfies the preinitial and linear completeness axioms.
Proof: By definition, (c1, c0) satisfy axioms (i) and (ii) for a differential curve object. Using the
same proofs as above, it then follows that σ is a complete solution for c1. Moreover, by Corollary
2.16, the requirement c1T (c1)c = c1T (c1) is automatic. Thus, C is a curve object and hence a
differential curve object. ✷
We’ll next see that on a differential curve object, we can view the exponential function EC :
C × C // C as the derivative of a function from C to itself. Note that for a differential object A,
the associated map µ has type µ : A× A // TA, and is an isomorphism. We will use this fact in
some of the proofs below.
Definition 5.20 Let e : C //C denote the solution to the system (C,∆C , u), so that the following
diagram commutes:
C TC
∆A=〈1,1〉
//
C
e

TC)
c1 //
T (e)

1
c0 //
u
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
Example 5.21 In smooth manifolds, with C = R, e is the ordinary exponential function: e(t) = et.
In the following proposition, we use the language of Cartesian differential categories, writing 0
and + for the unit and addition operations on C, and D(f) for the derivative of a map f (that is,
D(f) = T (f)pˆ).
Proposition 5.22 The map e satisfies the following equations:
(i) e = 〈1, !u〉EC .
(ii) 0e = u.
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(iii) 〈1, !u〉D(e) = c1D(e) = e.
(iv) 〈0, 1〉D(e) = 1C .
(v) 〈π0, !u, π1, 0〉D
2(e) = D(e).
(vi) D(e) = EC .
Proof:
(i) Since EC is the flow of ∆C , this is immediate from Lemma 3.6.
(ii) This is the initial condition requirement for a solution to the system (∆C , u).
(iii) This is the equivalent form of the derivative condition for the system (∆C , u) (using Proposi-
tion 3.9).
(iv) To prove this, we will show that 〈0, 1〉D(e) solves the system (C, c1, c0) (which is also solved
by 1C). For the initial condition,
c0〈0, 1〉D(e) = 〈0, 0〉D(e) = 0 = c0
using CD.2. For the derivative condition, we need to show that the following diagram com-
mutes:
C × C T (C × C)
C
〈0,1〉

TC
c1 //
T (〈0,1〉)

C TC
c1
//
D(e)

T (D(e))

Equivalently, after post-composing with pˆ, this is equivalent to asking that
c1T (〈0, 1〉)D
2(e) = 〈0, 1〉D(e)!u =!u.
Expanding c1T (〈0, 1〉)D
2(e), we get
c1〈π0〈0, 1〉,D(〈0, 1〉)〉D
2(e)
= c1〈0, π0, 0, π1〉D
2(e)
= c1〈0, π1〉D(e) (by CD.6)
= 〈0, !u〉D(e)
= 0〈1, !u〉D(e)
= 0e (by iii)
= !u (by ii)
Thus, by uniqueness of solutions, 〈0, 1〉D(e) = 1C .
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(v) By (iii), we have 〈1, !u〉D(e) = e. Differentiating both sides of this equation gives the required
result:
D(〈1, !u〉D(e)) = 〈π0, !u, π1, 0〉D
2(e) = D(e).
(vi) By uniqueness of solutions, it suffices to prove that D(e) is also the solution to the system
(C,∆C , 1C). The initial condition is 〈0, 1〉D(e) = 1c, which was proven in (iv). For the
derivative condition, we need to show (c1 × 0)D
2(e) = D(e). Indeed,
(c1 × 0)D
2(e)
= 〈π0, π1, !u, 0〉D
2(e)
= 〈π0, !u, π1, 0〉D
2(e) (by CD.7)
= D(e) (by (v))
Thus D(e) solves the same system as ∆C , and so they are equal.
✷
Of course, one of the key properties of the exponential function is ea+b = ea · eb. Since the
derivative operation D implicitly involves multiplication, one way to express this is the following
result:
Proposition 5.23 The following diagram commutes:
C × C
+
//
1×e

C
e

C × C
D(e)
// C
Proof: We will show these are equal by showing they both solve the system (C,∆C , e). Since
EC solves (∆C , 1C), by Lemma 3.6, (1 × e)E
C solves (∆C , e). However, by Proposition 5.22.vi,
D(e) = EC , so indeed (1× e)D(e) solves (C,∆C , e).
Now we want to show +e also solves this system. The initial condition is immediate by unitality
of +: 〈0, 1〉+ e = e. For the derivative condition, we need to show that (c1×)D(+e) = +e. Indeed:
(c1 × 0)D(+e)
= 〈π0, π1, !u, 0〉〈π0+, π1+〉D(e) (by linearity of +)
= 〈+, !u〉D(e) (by unitality of +)
= +〈1, !u〉D(e)
= +e (by Proposition 5.22.iii)
Thus +e solves the same system as (1× e)D(e), and so they are equal. ✷
This is related to recent work on exponential functions in Cartesian differential categories. The
following are from [16]:
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Definition 5.24 In a Cartesian differential category, a differential exponential map is a map
e : A //A so that the following diagrams commute:
A
〈0,1〉
//
1A
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
A×A
D(e)

A×A
1×e
//
+

A×A
D(e)

A A
e
// A
A differential exponential rig consists of a commutative monoid (A, • : A×A //A, u : 1 //A)
together with a map e : A //A so that:
(i) • is linear in each variable (that is, (A, •, u) is a differential rig);
(ii) the following diagrams commute:
A×A
e×1
//
D(e)
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
A×A
•

1
u
❃
❃
❃
❃
❃
❃
❃
0 // A
e

A×A
+

e×e
// A×A
•

A A A
e
// A
The following is proved in that paper:
Proposition 5.25 There is a bijective correspondence between differential exponential maps and
differential exponential rigs; given a differential exponential pair (A, e), one defines a rig structure
by u := 0e : 1 // A and • by
A×A
〈0,1〉×〈0,1〉
//A×A×A×A
D2(e)
//A
For the full proof, see [16, Proposition 4.5]. Here, we offer some intuition about why this
works. In the standard case, we have e(t) = et. Its first directional derivative is then the map
D(e)(t, v) = vet. Its second directional derivative is
D2(t, v, t′, v′) = v′et + t′vet,
so that
D2(0, v, t′, 0) = t′v,
in other words, ordinary multiplication. Thus, the multiplication of real numbers can be recovered
from the second derivative of the exponential function. The above result generalizes this to an
arbitrary Cartesian differential category. Associativity of this action is the trickiest part to prove,
but involves considering D3, where the multiplication of three variables appears.
Applying this result to our setting, we get:
Corollary 5.26 The pair (C, e) is a differential exponential pair (in the Cartesian differential
category of differential objects of X) and thus C acquires the structure of a differential exponential
rig, with unit and multiplication as above.
Proof: Proposition 5.22.iv and Proposition 5.23 showed that (C, e) is a differential exponential
rig, and so Proposition 5.25 gives C the structure of a differential exponential rig. ✷
Later (see Theorem 5.39) we shall give an alternative derivation of the structure of this differ-
ential exponential rig using the properties of a curve object.
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5.4 Differential bundle actions
Throughout the rest of this section, we assume C is a differential curve object. We will now consider
how to use the exponential flow to define a bilinear action of C on any differential bundle. On vector
bundles in the tangent category of smooth manifolds, this will be the ordinary scalar action of R
in each fibre of the vector bundle.
Lemma 5.27 If q : A //M is a differential bundle, then the composite
C ×A
λ×0
// T (C ×A)
T (EA)
// TA
lands in the vertical part of TA; that is,
(λ× 0)T (EA)T (q) = (λ× 0)T (EA)pq0.
Proof: Using Corollary 5.12,
(λ× 0)T (EA)T (q) = (λ× 0)T (EAq) = (λ× 0)T (π1q) = π10T (q) = π1q0.
On the other hand,
(λ× 0)T (EA)pq0
= (λp× 0p)EAq0 (naturality of p)
= (!c0 × 1)E
Aq0
= 〈!c0, π1〉E
Aq0
= π1q0 (by definition of E
A)
as required. ✷
Thus, by [6, Lemma 2.10.ii], we can take the bracket of this map to get a map from C×A //A.
Definition 5.28 Define γA : C ×A //A as the map {(λ× 0)T (EA)} : C ×A //A.
Example 5.29 If A is Rn, then as above, EA(t, x) = et · x, and so
T (EA)(t, x, t′, x′) = (et · x, t′et · x+ et · x′).
Pre-composing with (λ × 0) sets t = x′ = 0, and taking the bracket simply keeps the derivative
component, so in this case we have
γA(x, t′) = t′ · x,
in other words, the ordinary scalar action of R on Rn.
Our goal is to show that γA is a bilinear action of C on A.
Lemma 5.30 u : 1 // C is a unit for the map γA : C ×A //A; that is,
〈!u, 1〉γA = 1A.
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Proof: Consider
〈!u, 1〉γA
= 〈!u, 1〉{(λ × 0)T (EA)}
= {〈!uλ, 0〉T (EA)}
= {〈!c0c1, 0〉T (E
A)} (by lemma 5.17)
= {〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (E
A)}
= {〈1, 1〉µ} (by definition of EA)
= 〈1, 1〉π1 (see [6, Lemma 2.12.vii])
= 1
as required. ✷
Proposition 5.31 (Linearity of γA in A) If q : A //M is a differential bundle, then the pair
(γA, π1) is a linear bundle morphism from the product bundle (1×q) : C×A //C×M to q : A //M .
Proof: We will use [5, Proposition 2.8]. To use this, we will first prove that the pair ((λ ×
0)T (EA), π10) is a linear bundle morphism from (1 × q) : C × A // C ×M to T (q) : TA // TM
(with associated lift map T (λ)c : TA // T 2A). This pair is a bundle morphism since by Corollary
5.12,
(λ× 0)T (EA)T (q) = (λ× 0)T (π1q) = π10T (q) = π1q0 = (1× q)π10.
To show that it is linear, we need to show that the following diagram commutes:
T (C ×A) T 2A
T ((λ×0)T (EA))
//
C ×A
0×λ

TA
(λ×0)T (EA)
//
T (λ)c

Indeed, we have
(λ× 0)T (EA)T (λ)c
= (λ× 0)T (EAλ)c
= (λ× 0)T ((0 × λ)T (EA))c (by linearity of EA in A: Proposition 5.5)
= (λT (0)× 0T (λ))T 2(EA)c
= (λT (0)c × λ0c)T 2(EA) (naturality of 0 and c)
= (λ0× λT (0))T 2(EA)
= (0T (λ)× λT (0))T 2(EA)
= (0× λ)T ((λ× 0)T (EA))
Thus, by [5, Proposition 2.8], the pair ({(λ×0)T (EA)}, π10p) is a linear bundle morphism from
(1× q) : C ×A // C ×M to q : A //M . However, this pair equals (γA, π1), as required. ✷
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Proposition 5.32 (Linearity of γA in C) The pair (γA, q) is a linear bundle morphism from
π1 : C ×A //A (the pullback bundle of C along ! : A // 1) to q : A //M .
Proof: We will use [5, Proposition 2.9]. To use this result, we will first prove that the pair
((λ × 0)T (EA), 1) is a linear bundle morphism from π1 : C × A // A to the bundle p : TA // A
(whose lift is ℓ : TA // T 2A). It is a bundle morphism since
(λ× 0)T (EA)p = (λp × 0p)EA = 〈!c0, π1〉E
A = π1〈!c0, 1〉E
A = π1.
For linearity, we need to show that the following diagram commutes:
T (C ×A) T 2A
T ((λ×0)T (EA))
//
C ×A
λ×0

TA
(λ×0)T (EA)
//
ℓ

Indeed, we have
(λ× 0)T (EA)ℓ
= (λℓ× 0ℓ)T 2(EA) (naturality of ℓ)
= (λT (λ) × 0T (0))T 2(EA) (coherence of λ and ℓ)
= (λ× 0)T ((λ× 0)T (EA))
Thus, by [5, Proposition 2.9], the pair ({(λ × 0)T (EA)}, q) is a linear bundle morphism from
π1 : C ×A //A to q : A //M . But this pair is (γ
A, q), as required. ✷
Corollary 5.33 γA also satisfies the following form of linearity:
T (C ×A) TA
T (γA)
//
C ×C ×A
µ×0

A2
〈〈π0,π2〉γA,〈π1,π2〉γA〉
//
µ

Proof: This is simply the result of applying [6, Lemma 2.17] to the linearity of γA in C. ✷
Using some of the above results, we can show that the action γA is itself part of a solution to
a linear system.
Proposition 5.34 The pairing 〈γA, π1〉 : C×A //A2 is the solution to the system (A2, 〈µ, π10〉, 〈qζ, 1〉);
that is, the following diagram commutes:
A2 T (A2)
〈µ,π10〉
//
C ×A
〈γA,π1〉

T (C ×A)
c1×0 //
T (〈γA,π1〉)

A
〈!c0,1〉
//
〈qζ,1〉
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
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Proof: The linearity of γA in C tells us that 〈!c0, 1〉γ
A = qζ, and so the initial condition is
satisfied.
For the derivative condition, consider
(c1 × 0)T (γ
A)
= (〈1, !u〉µ × 0)T (γA) (by Lemma 5.17 and Remark ??)
= (〈π0, !u〉 × 1)(µ × 0)T (γ
A)
= (〈π0, !u〉 × 1)〈〈π0, π2〉γ
A, 〈π1, π2〉γ
A〉µ (by Corollary 5.33)
= 〈〈π0, π1〉γ
A, 〈!u, π1〉γ
A〉µ
= 〈γA, π1〉µ (by Lemma 5.30)
as required. ✷
One may wonder why the action γA wasn’t defined directly as the solution to this system (after
all, its vector field is linear). However, proving the required results using this as the definition
seemed difficult; we could not see a way to prove even the unitality of the action if it was defined
in this way.
Corollary 5.35 The time derivative at 0 of the map γA : C×A //A is the lift map λ : A //TA.
Proof: By the previous result, the time derivative at 0 of γA, that is, the map
〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ
A)
is equal to 〈qζ, 1〉µ. However, by definition of µ and naturality of 0,
〈qζ, 1〉µ = 〈qζ, 1〉(0 × λ)T (σ) = 〈q0T (ζ), λ〉T (σ) = λ.
✷
Remark 5.36 In smooth manifolds, the above is typically how the lift map λ : A // TA for a
vector bundle is defined; that is, it is defined as the derivative at 0 of the map R×A // A which
sends (t, a) to t · a (for example, see [12, pg. 55]).
The following is a useful universal property of a differential curve object; we will use it to prove
associativity of each γA.
Lemma 5.37 Suppose that q : A //M and q′ : B //M ′ are differential bundles, and (f, g) is a
bundle morphism between them. Then there exists a unique map
A
f
//
〈!u,1〉

B
C ×A
fˆ
;;
such that fˆ is linear in C (that is, (fˆ , fq′) is a linear bundle morphism from π1 : C × A // A to
q′ : B //M ′).
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Proof: Suppose we have such an f . If we define fˆ as the composite
C ×A
1×f
// C ×B
γB
//B
Then the diagram commutes since γB is unital with unit u (Lemma 5.30), and fˆ is linear in C
since γB is (Proposition 5.32).
For uniqueness, suppose we have a fˆ : C ×A //B with those properties. We then claim that
both 〈(1 × f)γB , π1f〉 and 〈fˆ , π1f〉 solve the system (B2, 〈µ, π10〉, 〈qζ
′, f〉). First, by Proposition
5.34, 〈γB , π1〉 solves the system (B2, 〈µ, π10〉, 〈q
′ζ ′, 1〉). Thus, by Lemma 3.6, (1 × f)〈γB, π1〉 =
〈(1× f)γB , π1f〉 solves the system (B2, 〈µ, π10〉, f〈q
′ζ ′, 1〉) = (B2, 〈µ, π10〉, 〈qζ
′, f〉).
To show that 〈fˆ , π1f〉 is also a solution of this system, we need to show that the following
diagram commutes:
B2 T (B2)
〈µ,π10〉
//
C ×A
〈fˆ ,π1f〉

T (C ×A)
c1×0 //
T (〈fˆ ,π1f〉)

A
〈!c0,1〉
//
〈qζ′,f〉
((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
The initial condition follows since fˆ is linear in C. For the derivative condition, consider
(c1 × 0)T (fˆ)
= (〈1, !u〉µ × 0)T (fˆ) (by Lemma 5.17 and Remark ??)
= (〈π0, !u〉 × 1)(µ × 0)T (fˆ)
= (〈π0, !u〉 × 1)(〈〈π0, π2〉fˆ , 〈π1, π2〉fˆ)µ (since fˆ is linear in C, and using [6, Lemma 2.17])
= 〈〈π0, π1〉fˆ , 〈!u, π1〉fˆ〉µ
= 〈fˆ , π1f〉µ (by assumption on fˆ)
as required.
Thus, 〈(1×f)γB , π1f〉 and 〈fˆ , π1f〉 solve the same system and so are equal, and thus by equality
of components, (1× f)γB = fˆ , as required. ✷
Corollary 5.38 γA is an associative action of C on A: that is, the following diagram commutes:
C ×A A
γA
//
C × C ×A
γC×1

C ×A
1×γA
//
γA

Proof: By unitality of γA, the following diagram commutes:
C ×A
γA
//
〈!u,1〉

A
C × C ×A
(1×γA)γA
99ssssssssss
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and (1× γA)γA is linear in C since γA is. Moreover, by unitality of γC , the following diagram also
commutes:
C ×A
γA
//
〈!u,1〉

A
C × C ×A
(γC×1)γA
99ssssssssss
and is linear in C since γC and γA are. Thus, by uniqueness of such maps (Lemma 5.37),
(1× γA)γA = (γC × 1)γA.
✷
We can now prove our main result.
Theorem 5.39 If C is a differential curve object, then (C, γC , u) is a commutative differential rig,
and any differential bundle q : A //M is a differential C-module with action γA.
Proof: By 5.31, 5.32, 5.30, and 5.38, γC : C × C // C and each γA is bilinear, (left) unital, and
associative.
Thus, the only thing left to prove is that γC is commutative. For this, it will first be helpful
to write the map γC : C × C // C in a different way. Recall that for a differential object, the
{ } operation is equivalent to post-composing by the map pˆ. Moreover, applying the isomorphism
TC ∼= C × C, the map C × C
(0×λ)
// T (C ×C) is the map
C × C
〈0,π1,π0,0〉
// C ×C × C × C.
Combining these results gives
γC = 〈0, π1, π0, 0〉T (E
C )pˆ = 〈0, π1, π0, 0〉D(E
C ).
Thus, we have
〈π1, π0〉γ
C
= 〈π1, π0〉〈0, π1, π0, 0〉D(E
C )
= 〈0, π0, π1, 0〉D
2(e) (by 5.22.vi)
= 〈0, π1, π0, 0〉D
2(e) (by CD.7)
= 〈0, π1, π0, 0〉D(E
C ) (by 5.22.vi)
= γC
So that indeed γC is commutative. ✷
Using Lemma 5.37, we can also show that linear maps between differential bundles are precisely
those maps that preserve these actions.
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Proposition 5.40 If A and B are differential bundles, and f : A // B is a bundle morphism
between them, then f is linear if and only if f preserves the actions associated to A and B; that is,
if and only if the following diagram commutes:
C ×B B
γB
//
C ×A
1×f

A
γA
//
f

Proof: Assume that f is linear. Pre-composing each of the composites in the square above by
〈!u, 1〉 : A // C ×A, we get
〈!u, 1〉(1 × f)γB = f〈!u, 1〉γB = f
and
〈!u, 1〉γAf = f
since u is a unit for these actions. Moreover, (1× f)γB is linear in C since γB is, and γAf is linear
in C since γA is linear in C and we have assumed f : A // B is linear. Thus, by Lemma 5.37,
(1× f)γB = γAf .
On the other hand, suppose that the above diagram commutes. Then their time derivatives at
0 are equal; that is,
〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ
Af) = 〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T ((1 × f)γ
B).
However, by Corollary 5.35, 〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ
A) = λA, so the left side equals λAT (f). Moreover,
by naturality of 0,
〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T ((1 × f)γ
B) = f〈!c0, 1〉(c1 × 0)T (γ
B)
which again by Corollary 5.35 equals fλB. Thus λAT (f) = fλB, so f is linear. ✷
5.5 Notes on the linear completeness axiom
In this final section, we consider two aspects of the linear completeness axiom itself. First, we show
that in many cases checking the linear completeness axiom can be simplified. Then, we consider
the issue of when VF(X) inherits linear completeness.
In many cases, the linear completeness axiom can be reduced to checking that the result holds
when V M = c1 × 0.
Proposition 5.41 Assume that all pullbacks along differential bundles exist and are preserved
by each T n. Suppose also that (C, c0, c1) has the following property: for any differential bundle
q : A // C × E, any linear vector field of the form (V A, c1 × 0) has a solution. Then (C, c0, c1)
satisfies linear completeness.
Proof: Suppose we are given the assumptions in the linear completeness axiom: that is, we have
a differential bundle q : E //M and a linear vector field (V E, V M ) on it so that VM is complete.
We need to show that V E is complete.
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By Corollary 4.10, there is a solution to any system with VM as the vector field. Let γM :
C × E //M be a solution to (M,V M , q). Let P be the pullback of q along γM , with projections
π0 and π1:
C × E M
γM
//
P
π0

E
π1 //
q

By [6, Lemma 2.7], π0 : P //C×E is a differential bundle. We will build a linear vector field over
c1 × 0 on this differential bundle.
By assumption T of the diagram above is also a pullback. Thus, we can define a map V P :
P // TP by the pairing
V P := 〈π0(c1 × 0), π1V
E〉 = (c1 × 0)× V
E.
This is a well-defined pairing into TP since
π0(c1 × 0)T (γ
M )
= π0γ
MVM (by definition of γM )
= π1qV
M (by pullback diagram for P )
= π1V
ET (q) (since V E is over V M )
Naturality of p shows that V P is a vector field, it is clearly over c1 × 0, and it is linear since V
E
is. Thus, by assumption, V P is a complete vector field, so that by Corollary 4.10, any system with
V P as a vector field has a solution.
Next, define a map i : E // P by the pairing
E
〈〈!c0,1〉,1〉
// P
This is a well-defined pairing since by definition of γM , 〈!c0, 1〉γ
M = q.
Now define γP as a solution to the system (P, V P , i). Then consider the following diagram:
E TE
V E
//
P
π1

TP
V P //
T (π1)

//
C × E
γP

T (C × E)
c1×0 //
T (γP )

E
1E
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
〈!c0,1〉
//
i
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
The top regions commute by definition of γP , the bottom left triangle by definition of i, and the
bottom right square by definition of V P . Thus, the composite γPπ1 : C × E // E solves V
E , as
required. ✷
As a final note, we consider the linear completeness axiom for the tangent categories VF(X)
and FLOW(X). As noted in Proposition 4.34, if X has a curve object C = (C, c1, c0), then C¯ =
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((C, 0C ), c1, c0) is a curve object in VF(X) (and ((C, π1), c1, c0) is a curve object in FLOW(X)).
However, it is not immediate that if C satisfies the linear completeness axiom then C¯ does as well.
In particular, the issue is determining the differential bundles in VF(X). In Proposition 2.22, we
saw that every linear vector field gives rise to a differential bundle in VF(X), and one can show (see
below) that the linear completeness axiom does hold for such differential bundles. However, not all
differential bundles in VF(X) need be of that form.
One way to resolve this problem is to consider the linear completeness axiom relative to a class
of “endemic” fibre products. This notion was first considered in [2, Definition 6.1]); here we briefly
recall it:
Definition 5.42 A basic fibre product in a tangent category X is either a fibre product of the
form TnM , or a pullback diagram witnessing the universality of the lift. A class of endemic
fibre products in X is a class F of finite fibre product diagrams in X that contains all basic fibre
products and is closed under application of the tangent functor T .
If X has a class of endemic class of fibre products F , then there is a natural choice of endemic
fibre products in VF(X): the class FV of fibre products in VF(X) for which application of U produces
a fibre product in F ; similarly there is a natural choice of endemic fibre products in FLOW(X).
Definition 5.43 In a tangent category with endemic fibre products X, an endemic differential
bundle is a differential bundle q : A // M such that its pullback powers An and the diagram
witnessing the universality of its lift are all in F .
We can then characterize the endemic differential bundles in VF(X):
Proposition 5.44 If X has a class of endemic fibre products F , then an endemic differential bundle
in VF(X) (relative to the class FV ) is precisely an endemic differential bundle q : A //M in X,
together with a linear vector field (V A, V M ) on it.
Proof: We saw earlier (Proposition 2.22) that a differential bundle with a linear vector field on
it gives a differential bundle in VF(X); by definition if the differential bundle is endemic in X then
this an endemic differential bundle in VF(X). Conversely, if (q : (A,V A) // (M,V M ), λ) is an
endemic differential bundle in VF(X), then as in the proof of Proposition 2.22, q being a vector field
morphism means that V A be over VM and λ being a vector field morphism means V A is a linear
vector field; the assumption that the differential bundle is endemic (with respect to the class FV )
means that (q : A //M,λ) must be a differential bundle in X. ✷
Definition 5.45 Suppose that X has a class of endemic fibre products F , and has a curve object
C = (C, c1, c0). Say that C has linear completeness relative to F if C satisfies the require-
ments of the linear completeness axiom for endemic differential bundles (but not necessarily for all
differential bundles).
Relative to their canonical choice of endemic fibre products, VF(X) and FLOW(X) satisfy linear
completeness:
Proposition 5.46 Suppose that X has a class of endemic fibre products F and a curve object
(C, c1, c0) satisfying linear completeness relative to F . Then ((C, 0C ), c1, c0) satisfies linear com-
pleteness with respect to FV in VF(X), and ((C, π1), c1, c0) satisfies linear completeness with respect
to the canonical class of endemic fibre products in FLOW(X).
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Proof: Suppose (q : (A,V A) // (M,V M ), λ) is an endemic differential bundle in VF(X), and
(WA,WM ) is a linear vector field on (A,V A). Then by Proposition 5.44, (q : A //M,λ) is an
endemic differential bundle in X and (WA,WM ) is a linear vector field on A. Thus, by assumption
on C, WA has a solution, and so by Proposition 4.34, this solution is also a solution in VF(X). By
isomorphism of categories, a similar result holds for FLOW(X). ✷
6 Conclusion and future results
To our knowledge, curve objects in settings for differential geometry have not previously been
isolated as an abstract structure worthy of explicit study. The presence of a curve object in
a tangent category allows many fundamental ideas from differential geometry to have a direct
expression. As we have discussed, this approach to these ideas provides new structural perspectives
on classical differential geometric ideas. However, it would be remiss of us not to point out that
there is much more to this subject than has been covered here:
• In this paper, we essentially restricted our attention to complete vector fields: ones with
solutions defined everywhere. However, in smooth manifolds, while an arbitrary vector field
need not have a complete solution, all vector fields have partially defined solutions. To
express these ideas, one can turn to restriction tangent categories [3, Definition 6.14], which
are tangent categories in which maps need only be partially defined. In such a setting, every
dynamical system would have a (partial) solution. However, expressing the sense in which
this solution is unique requires some care.
• There is much more that can be done with solutions to linear systems. In particular, trigono-
metric and hyperbolic functions arise as solutions to certain linear systems. Thus, given a
curve object with linear completeness, one can define abstract versions of hyperbolic sin and
cos (and, with negatives, ordinary sin and cos) and then show that some of the fundamental
properties of these functions result from general results about solutions of systems.
• While we have discussed the Lie derivative of one vector field along another (that is, their
Lie bracket), we have not given the more general definitions of Lie derivative of a vector field
with respect to a differential form, etc.; thus, there is more that could be done here.
• As noted in the introduction, tangent categories have not previously assumed any sort of “real
number object” which acts on differential bundles and objects. However, we have seen that if
C is a differential curve object, then it does play this role. This may allow even more results
and ideas from differential geometry (some of which rely on such actions) to be generalized
to tangent categories.
• A fundamental result about differential equations that we have not discussed is Frobenius’s
Theorem. Most proofs of Frobenius’ theorem involve constructing a system of n vector fields
which pairwise commute (for example, see the proof of Theorem 14.1 in [18]). As noted in
section 4.5, such a system can be seen as a vector field in the tangent category VFn−1(X).
Thus, some of the perspectives offered in this paper may be useful in defining and proving
Frobenius’ theorem in this setting.
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• Recently, there has been an effort to give a categorical axiomatization of integration and
anti-derivatives. The first and third authors introduced Cartesian integral categories [7], the
integral analogue of Cartesian differential categories, whose integration combinator generalizes
line integration of smooth functions over curves. By the fundamental theorems of calculus, the
line integral or antiderivative of a smooth function is the solution to the differential equation
y′ = f(x). Therefore, one should study how one can obtain antiderivatives and integration
from a curve object in a Cartesian differential category. This may open the door to answering
what integration should be for tangent categories (which at this point is still very much a
mystery).
Thus, there is much more to be done with these ideas.
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